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Sununu endorse s Bush
Balks· at diversity issue
By Shelly Angers
In an exclusive interview
Wednesday night, New Hampshire Governor John Sununu
fielded quessions concerning the
budget for the University, the
UNH field house, and his supporter in the 1988 race for US
President.
The governor had just completed live call-in broadcast
televised on Channel 11, where
he clarified such state-wide
concerns as nuclear power and
rent control. After the broadcast, Sununu took time to.
answer student questions.
The governor confirmed speculation, a full 12 hours before
the public statement, that he
would indeed endorse Vice
President George Bush as a
presidential candidate in 1988.
Sununu said, "I believe that
at that time our nation's prime
concern will be foreign affairs,
and we will need a prrsident

a

Governor John Sununu. (File photo)

Towns may vote
on evacpla n
By Peter Hanson
New Hampshire Yankee,
builder of the Seabrook nuclear
power plant, wants the town
residents within the ten mile
evacuation zone . to vote on
whether to back the plant's
agreement with the state of NH.
This agreement is to develop
evacuation plans for teri miles
even if the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission only requires a _one
mile evacuation zone.
Rob Williams, spokesman for
NH Yankee, said some of the
plants' employees who live in
the local community worked
with the plant's community
relations department to prepare
warrant articles. These will raise
the question next month at town
meetings in Hampton, North
Hampton, South Hampton,
Hampton Falls, Kensington,
' and Rye.
Opponents of the plant claim
the warrant articles are "am _biguous."
, "They are trying to talk out
of both sides of their mouth,"
said Eugeni: Ritzo, state Representative for Rye, North Hampton and New Castle. ·

"You either .have a ten mile
evacuation zone or a one-mile
evacuation zone, bur not both,"
said Ritzo.
Sandra Ga~utistown, selectman chairman for Kensington,
described the community support effort by the utility as,
"desperate like an alcoholic that
1

haT~:~:1r::r:,~~~;efeactS, :J

see if the town will. vote to .
1

who has experience in foreign
policy."
"Bush's service in China, his
work with the Central Intelli gence Agency, and his expe-:
rience of eight years as vice
president will all be a plus in
aiding his development of for eign policy" said Sununu.
"Dukakis and Hart will both
probably end up making two
requisite trips - one to the
Middle East arid. one to the Far
East - and call themselves
experts in foreign affairs. That
just can't match Bush's extensive experience," Sununu said.
. Suriunu said hnvill definitely
serve as State Chairman for
Bush's presidential campaign.
On the topic of whether he
would consider running for the
presidency in 1988 or any year
thereafter, Sununu replied, "No,
I like being governor just fine.
I would love to keep serving the
people of this state."

In regard to his support of
nuclear arms, the governor said,
"I feel the production and
development of nuclear arms
is our only affective way of
reducing the risk of international confrontation."
When asked abotit the controversy concerning· his .refusal
to support a proposed budget
for improvements at the University's field house, i:he gov ernor replied, "There just isn't
room enough ,for it in the
budget. ·Although it would be
nice for the U riiversity to get
new athletic facilities, the ones
that presently exist are acceptable. We feel that it is more
important that the state receive
new prison facilities or improvements in our state care
systems. Perhaps,we will be able
to offer the University money
for thi_s project in future years-,-"
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public safety officials to ensure
that town emergency plans take
into consideration the operation
of Seabrook station ·providing
that the cost of these plans will
be born by the Seabrook owners
through existing agreements
with the state of New· Hampshire. These plans shall be
developed regardless of any
decision to reduce the official
emergency planning zone
around Seabrook station."
Williams said the reason for
the ·warrant articles is because
NH Yankee is concerned the
message for their commitment

TOWNS, page 10
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By Jay Kumar
the University of El Salvador
UNH junior Kristy Markey •give a graduation speech.
Markey said the university
is working on a proposal that
would promote "more person- "issued a plea for international
alized relationships" between support because they're conthe O niversity of El. Salvador stantly being threatened by the
, Salvadoran military." The propand UNH.
Mark~y is working with Com- osal would be in coordination
muter Senator Sabra Clarke on with the national effort to help
a resolution to take before the · the University of El Salvador.
student senate that, if approved,
would give senate support to
See related story, page 3.
the University of El Salvador
in its struggle to stay open and
Markey said "This is exactly
to provide higher education.
Markey said the proposal what (UNH president) Gordon
would "support people in the Haaland means when he says·
university community who are we should reach out to the
instigating projects between the international community," adUniversity ot El Salvador and ding that the proposal ·would
bring more cultural diversity
UNH." The proposal is a freeform one, with such suggested to UNH.
"International support is
projects as having a Salvadoran
student come here for a semes- their only hope of maintaining
ter or having the president of autonomy," Markey said.

Markey, a member of the
Committee On Central America
(COCA), decided to develop this
project after she visited, as part
of a· 17 studem delegation, the
University of El Salvador in
January. She described the trip
as both "a fact-finding mission
and a solidarity tour of the
university," which had the
group meeting with various
· university leaders.
· Markey stressed that both the
trip and the current proposal
are independent of COCA, but
added, "They support what I'm
doing." She said the Student
Se'nate will not .work on the
projects:
During her twelve day trip,
Markey said her group was .
followed constantly by the Salvadoran military.

STUDENTS, page 13

Inside
Read the SDSU swimsuit calendar debate in
the Forum section, page
15.
Paul Sweeney ptofiles_
the exceptional Nancy
Gustafson, UN_H ski team
member. See page 28.

Bruce Simonds working on ~n ice-sculpture representation
of the Oscar for the upcoming Gourmet Dinner. (Craig Parker)

UNH junior Kristy Markey. (Stu Evaris photo)
'
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Stowe awakes as a premier ·EaStern ski resort
,By Steven Ciarametaro

·Stowe, Vermont used to b~
a sleepy col0nial village but
today it is one of the premier ·
ski resorts in the East an.d a
major _wintet vacation area.
The Stowe ;ski area is actually
comprised qf rwo mountains,
Mt. Mansfield and Spruce Peak.
Lift tickets ($29 every day) are
interchangeable between the
two mountains; and there is a
shuttle bus (but no trails) connecting them. Mt. Mansfield,
the higher mountain, has a
v;ertica l . drop of 2350 feet,
making it the fourth highest . in
Vermont. The peak is served
by a four person gondola, as well
as a high-speed "cjuad''. chairlift.
There are also two double chairs
and a triple cha1r'ascending the
mountain. There are four double
chair lifts serving Spruce Peak.
More than half of the trails
at Stowe are labeled intermediate,including the Spruce Peak
trails. There are seven beginner
and 11 advanced trails, respectively. Stowe claims however,
that their intermediate trails
tend to l?,e l~ nger and steeper,
and therefore a bit more difficult
than most other,~'blue squares"
on other mountains. ·
Conditions at Stowe this
season have been p~ak. Al though only 60 percent of the
351 acres of trails is covered by
snowrriaking, there is already
more than three feet of base
snow on most of the mountain.
, Stowe usually receive$ well over
0

200 inches of snow .a year,
averµgipg around 250 inches.
This provides a ski season
stretching from mid -November
through late April:

This is the foQrth of a six~
part series on local ski
areas.
, •· - - - - - - - - - - - Clearly, Stowe is no-r a mountain for day--trippers. Located
along route 108 in northern
Ve i;mont, Stowe is less than 50
miles from the Canadian border.
A great part of the attraction
of Stowe, however is the village
itself. Stowe, unlike other newer
resort towns, has a feeling if Old
World "Gemuetlichkeit," or
quaint coziness. This is evident
in the many old inns and taverns ,
in town, including the von
Trapp family lodge of "Sound
of Music" fame . There are far
fewer condominiums at Stowe,
but lodging is readily available.
The UNHSki Club sponsored
a we-ekend trip to Stowe this
past weekend. More than 100_
·s tudents participated and most
were impressed with Stowe.
"A;, far ar I'm concerned,
Stowe is the best resort in the
East," said Toby Buechner, a
sophomore from Michigan, and
an avid skier. "The skiing is
great, more difficult and compact than other places in Vermont, and much less crowded
th_a n Killiugton. The mogul
trails there are fantastic, too."

NEWS . ,
Dukakis seeks $1 billion
for colleges

Write for:
The New Hamp.shire
.a nd -have ~your·
·p ri~t

,,
' 'The p'r esident acted entirely · appropriately
throughout the whole thing-absolutely., " M,a rlin
Fitzwater, a White House spokesman, told reporters.
In the meantime, the White House disclosed that
Reagan sent a letter to the commission last week
stating he has no .recollection of making the August
1985 decision that set the arms sales in motion.
·
At first, Reagan agreed that he approved the
first -transfers, ih advance, of arms to Iran. Then.
he denied that he had done so.
Fitzwater said Reagan will spend the weekend
studying the report and meeting with aides before
making his .first major response to it early next
week.
This response will be in an address to the nation
or a news conference Tuesday.
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SMU losers in football
'87

Governor Michael Oukak1s was expected yesterua 1
to disclose a plan to invent almost $1 bilqon in
Massachusetts' colleges and universities over the
Football has been abolished at Southern Methodist
next seven years. According to documents -obtained
University for the entire 1987 season. The penalty
by the Boston Globe, Dukakis will ask for $293
was the strictest the NCAA has handed down ever
million to be spent in the first year.
in history.
Since 1960, enrollment at the ·state's 27 public
colleges and universities has quintµpled to more
than 180,000 students . Dukakis notes that the
SMU ·is now limited to seven gam'e s and n.o
operating budgets have it;1creased "by 248 percent
television or bow 1 appearances in 1'988 because .
over the past deca_de .. .Our investment in higher
of repeated violations.
·
education facilities, h9wever, has not kept pace."
Dukakis said, "Without a system of facilities that
provides tb,e needed space for our programs, we
This p~nishment fell just' slwr·t of "the death
cannm acheive the excellence we seek."
Jason Hill, f7, of Holbrook, MA was found dead
_penalty" which calls for repeat "offenders to. have
Under the plan:
Monday from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. His
their -programs shut down for two 'years. This
• $178 million would go to the nine state colleges
parents discovereJ his body inside ·a closet in his
legislation was p~ssed in 1985 . · ·· .· . \ .
·
to renew their fadlities and "complete their bedroom.
transitions from teachers colleges to comprehensive
Hill was close to being accepted to t~e Nava'!
institutions."
This probation is the 'seventh for the Mus.t angs
. Academy in An_n apolis, MD. He was given a high
• $199 million would finance an exp,a nsion of recommendation for Annapolis from Rep . Brian
since l 958 and the third in th~ -last ten years. This
community colleges, "to en~ure full educational Donelly (D-Mass_)punlshment will a_Iso include l'iiniti,n g SMU ro a
opportunity for a diverse studem population."
He was captain of the cross-country team at
head ci)ach and five full-t,ime as.si-s rant coaches untif
• $170 million would "continue our program Holqrook High Schoo.I, where he was _a senior. Hill
198'9. Schofarships will.be.limited to l '5 ·i n 1988.
of facilities repair and preservation as we correct was president'c)f the school's chapter of the National
But without these sanctions the Mustangs would ,
long deferred maintainence _p_roblems" throughout Honor Society. He also liked to paint and draw.
have had nine full-time · assistants and 25 ·scholarthe public higher education system, 9ukakis said.
People described Jason Hill as a high academic
ships.
acheiver, a talented athlete, popular and friendly. _,,/
However, his parents believe that these qualities
However, Nehraska coach Tom Osb.qrne said
caused Hill to kill himself.
SMU won't be the only school th,it suffers from
"He was finding he had to hurr ·people's feelings,"
the rulin1r.
his mother said. "People were calling him a user.
He couldn't live with th·e act that he thqught he
was beginning to us~ people. He couldn't be less
"All the schools that are on their schedule will
The White House welcomed yesterday's scheduled than honorable because he did everything perfectly."
als be penalized,"~he said, "it's· going to be hard
rel-ease of the Tower Commission report on the
Mrs. Hill urged parents and friends to talk. ._·
to replace SMU right now."
Iran-contra s.candal. The White House insisted in
"My message to parents is: Turn off the television
advance that President Reagan did nothing wrong, s·e t, turn off the radio, pull rhe headphones out
and "hopes for•" a thorough and critical report:
of your kid's ear and sit down at the supper table
together," she said. •"It will give you a chance to
. find out what the_ir problems may be. It will also
. give your child the security of knowing that cmce
a day he will be aµ important part of a family ._"

Mass. teenager _takes
his own life·

Reagan in~ocent on eve
of Tower Report
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Condom sales
contemplated
By Paula Goodridge
With rhe growing concerns
of AIOS, condoms are now
being considered to be sold at ,
the Car's Closet in rhe MUB.
"I feel like I have to act as iJ.
- responsible adult and put aside
· my religious and moral beliefs,",
· s.iid Laura Leavy, manager of
Car's Closet.
Colleges could play a crucial
role in preventing the spread
of AIOS. This attitude had led
Dr. Patterson of Health Services, to approach Leavy with the
concept of selling condoms.
"Hood House as a responsible
ageocy, is .attempting to reach
our to the tremeQdous need and
genuine concerns of the students. Mainly female students
feel ' to be in distinct danger and
need reassurance," Leavy said . .
Patterson suggested the idea
of selling condoms at Ca.r's
Closet because Hood House
gives out free c<mdoms, which
cannot rnntin ·u e indefinitely,
in order co reach all of the·adult
campus community.
"Our hours make it easier and
more readily av.a ilable," Leavy

said. Leavey a lso said s h e
realizes the late evening hours
will make it more convenient
for students and the community.
"The inain aim in selling the
condoms is to make it more
natural to people_. Condoms
should not symbolize sex, but
a method of prevention against
AIOS," Leavy said.
According to Leavy, Patterson
wants to get the female' popu- •
lation accustomed to using
protection "where it will beco1ne equated as jus.r a health
practice, like washing your
hands before dinner."
"If it will help slow ·down
AIDS, it may help save the. life
of someone dear to me who I
love - family or friend. No one
is safe," Leavy said.
· By selling condoms, Leavy
Making the most of the warm weather between °ATO,and Town and Campus. (Debbie Corcoran
said it will make it safer for the
photo)
individuals who are sexually
acrive.
"The decision is not up to me
though," added Leavy.
· The issue has been presented
to Donald Harley, assistant
,i

·
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F oiler will improve relations

By Frank Moore

nation in hopes of encouraging
Fuller's t.e ach-ing covers a
Or. Robert Fuller, the third wide range, of topics, from · new students to the UNH
campus.
of five finalists to speak for the American tulrural history to the
"You can have a dynamic
job of di.rector of the Human- philosophy of religion and the
ities Center, describes his vision social sciences. Courses he has · Ainerican studjes program here
due to location and history,"
developed include "Cultures of
of humanities as "kind of odd."
Fuller said.
"Humanities try to interpr.e t American Psychology'' :.ind
Another program recommenfacts which stimulates the im- "Death and Dying: An Interdation Fuller suggested concerns
agi 1iation in a way_ that other disciplinary Inquiry." ·
During his public lecture
disciplines don't," said Fuller
the alumni. "Alumni have to
By Michael Fogarcy
leading. _
_
. in an hour-lon·g lecture Tuesday Fuller presented possible probe a major resource," Fuller·said.
"Ir's a compJex issue," said · afternoon in Murkland Hall grams that UNH is "lacking."
The UNH chen1istry depart"Alumni should be inducted into
ment, despite the disagreements Pilar, .. and to say that you are
the spirit of what's going on,
before 50 faculty mernbers.
This includes improving huand qu·estions raised in the for or against it ( nuclear power>
Fuller is the current director manities relations with the ·. around here .. ·. possibly through
·
· aftermath of Professor James is being simple- minded."
of the fionors P r;ogra,rr arid ad1)1issitH1s .~iepartm€p t ip ef::. an alumn_i public,_~nion.'' .
_ Weber· ~ televised -en<lorsment
Weber dis'a greed. He thought
Fuller statect' he wants to
ass ociatt:t profess i>·r of Philo- forts to attract more humanities
of nuclear energy, remains he did have rhe right to spe·ak
know more about the developsophy and Religimis Studies at majors out of high school.
as an individual. "I saw it ( the
unsplir.
.
Bradley University . He is also · "We should invite high school ment of grant applications
The ad spon.so,red by the commercial) ~s an opportunity
a lecturer and visitil;lg associate students to campus for anor- because they are ."the future of
Coalition for Reliable Energy , to express an opinion that I feel
professor in the Divinity School gan,ized weekend of humanities scholastics."
appeared on TV sets over winter _strongly about to a vast au- · of the University of Chicago, lectures and workshops ... to let •
When asked about what
vacation, and after returning - dience," said Weber.
where he received his Ph.D. in
freshmen know that a hu1nan- caught his eye in the humanities
Weber's interest in nuclear ' 1978.
to UNH ; a series of lette rs to
iti~s program exists on campus," director position Fuller jokingly
energy stems mostly from his
the editor were published in The
Fuller ,said. "This would a.lso replied, "Have you ever been
'Tm ,interested in origins and
New Hampshire concerning the own reading 01;1 the topic, both
functions of humanities," Fuller be a great chance to meet to Peoria, Illin'ios?" bur then
for and against. He does not
commercial.
added "I was vacationing in
said. 'Tm a teacher first, foreprofessors."
In one letter, depart.ment consider himself an expert on
.Fuller added that the UNH Southern Massachusetts and fell
most, and always. -I want to
chairman Frank Pilar ·wrote, the topic, bur he said he is well
humanities department has the in love with the are ..i. I was very
induct other students into
referring to the ad, "such an informed.
physical location to work with
thoughts that I've. had in terms
Senior undergraduate chemaction appears to be an intelof direction of one's life."
high school teachers across the FULLER, page 21
le(·tual intimidation and is un- istry student William Royer felt
w~>rthy of a .member of a com- Pilar's letter w as a personal
attack on Weber and wrote in
munity of scholars."
Pilar fe-:ls because Weber is his letter, "I would like to
no-t an expert in the field of express my sincere hope that
nuclear science, his ad is mis- . CHEMI~TRY, page 21
By Stephen Melisi
is supported by voluntary fees
took military action against the
from its almost 30,00_0 students, . university, blowing up the stuThe view held by many Amerwith very little support from dent union building killing 60
ican students that an education
the government.
students.
· is jqst ; omething one .desires
The university's m(>ttos~ "for
"The president of the univerfor the sake of acquiring a good
job is not shared by students in ' the conquest i>f a budget" and . s,ity di~appeared and six months
"study in strugg_le," accompan- . later a'ppeared in a ditch,"
Central America, especially
those in El Salvador. ·
. .ied a school poster Markey Markey said.
· The university was closed, but
For the Salvadoran students , displayed, which illustrated a
hand holding a pencil raised students continued to hold
higher education means a
above barbed wire and the faces classes and graduation.
chance to learn ab(>Ut and to
"They were up front and
hopefully solve their country's of the Salvadoran people.
Since many students actively gutsy, demanding their rights
political and social pr6blems
protest the government because to an education," Markey said.
in a peaceful and intelligent way.
they hold views similar to the
International pressure forced .
The civil war .that has been
country's rebellious faction, the the government to · reopen the
going on in El Salvador since
FMIN, although they are not university in 198/i.
1979,funded largely by the UniStudents returned to find
ted States, has thwarted student politically associated with them,
the government has !eve led their campus ransacked, with
efforts to achieve that edu(ation,
arracks against the university.
most of their property stolen
but they are still trying.
The issues they speak for are and sold on the black market,
Kristy Markey,_a. junior at
land refonn. They want control according to Markey.
UNH; who recently spent eight
days in El Salvador as part of ·of the land and in return, the · They began to rebuild and
a U.S. studeqt delegation for - money,, from the elite, and also ma-ke progress until the l 986
human rights, since El Salvador earthquake that devastated El
peace, addressed thi_s issue at
Tuesday's meeting of the Coa- is 0 ~1e of many nations torturing Salvador; leaving much 6f the
political prisoners.
re?uilt university campus in
lition On Central America.
"In 1980, the university was rums.
"I never met so many students
But th,ey rebuilt agai~, an~
. so determined to get an educ~l- said by the government to be
tion," Markey said." And they're a 'training ground for guerillas," today, ( he campus consists of
The warm weather this· week led to some springlike. activities.
Markey said.
going to get -it."
Here, ·students -play s,ome frisbee_b~tween classes. (Stu Eva.ns
- That year, the government SALVADOR, pagt! 20
• The Uni\ ersity of rn Salvador
photo)
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Do you supp ort the
-Uni~ ersity 's decis ion to
reno vate the field .hous e.

In his recently proposed budget to the State legislature,
Governor John Sununu omitted funding for renovations to the field house.

. 's a goo d cause
·''I t h'in k it
but I thi:nk they could put the money to better projects, like better equiped·
student housing." .
Tucker Keatzng
Sophomore .
Undeclared

.

.~

''I support the renovation.
A school this size needs a
better sports facility to
encourage the athletes and
their potential, and for
more involvement from the
rest of the students."
Kathy Carey
Senior
Art History

~~, think the money should '
be used for projects that
are more in need, such as
the M UB which gets no
University funding whatsoever."
Judy Norris
Sophomore
Nursing

'~Yes I support it because
Ifeel there are inadequate .
facilities for both varsity
sports and i~tra,:n,u rals.
- Sports are very important
and intramurals help re-:'tieve stress"
Peter W aisgerber
Sophomore
Plant Science

,.,,.,E

TH . . .

U·T·U
'

he time to apply for the posi
·
a\/ciilable at ·the
g Fund Organizer
progra.

MA NA.
lNA T
I
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Purn ell discu sses sex issue
s

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27

By Frank Moore
there was another way to reach
around our heart," Purnell said.
"People are interested in more people. "I wanted to help
"The same wall you put up keeps
deve1oping strong relationships avoid troubles that students
you stuck inside which in turn
and they're having a hard time presented me with before they
brings about loneliness." .
doing it," said Dick Purnell, actually occurred," Purnell said.
When asked why he did not
celebrating his 25th anniver- "I want to help students find
marry until 42, Purnell 'replied,
sarary chis summer as a travel- out what life is all about."
"I wanted to marry a good friend
ing represenative for Campus
"Purnell really had the au- not just someone I was romanCrusade for Christ, to UNH dience," Christi Rogers, Campus
tically involved w.ith. He and
faculty .and students this week · Crusade staff member said. "He his wife Paula have a two,and
Purnell, who has spokei::i to presented a new perspective on
half year old girl and a 10 month
over 350,000 people in eight life and what God thinks about old boy. Purnell said his wife
countries, brought his humorous sex. God is not against students. ,_and children travel with him
and informal speaking style to He just wants what's best for
dos~ to 50 percent of the time.
the . UNH campus Tuesday and them," Rogers said.
.
Wednesday spreading his
On Wednesday night Purnell
Purnell will travel to Texas
thought provoking questions presented a speech on "Sex and Christian University ending an
concerning how one learns to the Search for Intimacy." His intense five week tour consistlove oneself ·and ochers. He analogy of a movie theatre as ing of 15 universities. When
spoke with faculty, the Greek a "passion pit" for young males asked if he was exausted Purnell
council, Alpha Chi Omega sor- to"make· their move" on the replied, 'Tm like a horse bolting
ority and Tau Kappa Epsilon girls brought the crowd of 175 for the barn- I give my best
frar .e rniry and approximately students into hysterics.
effort at the end."
350 students.
According to Purnell, there
"People aren't going to re, On Tuesday -night in the is no such thing as love without member me, but I'm looking to
Granite State Room :Purnell pain. "We can't have the attitude provide thought provoking quesasked around 175 students "HGw Tm not going to get hurt again' tions to make people think,"
do you know when you're in becaus~ we P.Ut up a big-"wal} · Purnell said. .
love?" Through htimorous personal experiences Purnell· illus- trated that love and infatuation _
are two completely different
concepts. "Infa_tuation is insecure," Purnell explained. "It
tries to possess and take control.
Infatuation presents the selfish
attitude 'I like me, you like me.
We now like the same person.'
On the other hand love puts the
other per.s on first and makes
them the most important person."
Pur!}ell applied a bad high
school football experience to
address the issue "big boys don't
cry." "I was run over by a 6'4"
245 pound end and was told to
"suck it up" because big boys
didn't cry," Purnell said. "Guys
must learn to stifle their emotions. Then they g.et together
with a girl and have trouble
opening up their heart."
A 1962 graduate of Wheaton
College, Purnell has devoted his
life to helping people whenever
and wherever possihle. He
began as a counselor at Indiana
· University, but realized that · Dick Purnell spoke spoke
to an attentive MUB audience Tuesday
night. (Craig Parker photo)

GTE foundation Lecture Series-Space Technology and Human
Values, Part II-Space Research: Gateway to the Future. Frank ·
McDonald, Chief Scientist and Principal Advisor to administrator, NASA Headquarters, Washington D.C.1-103 Parsons,
7:30 p.m.
University The,irer-"Temp tations." Hennessy Theater, Paul
Arts, 8p.m.

SATURDAY,F EBRUARY28
Men's Basketball-at Colgate
Men's Hockey-at Lowell
Women's Gymnastics-at Cornell
Seacoast Adult Flute Wo~kshop-M;aster ·class with guest artist
Carl Adams. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 4 p.m.
University Thearer-"Temp tations." Hennessy Theater, Paul
A,rts, 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Gourmet Dinner !-"Hooray for Hollywood: A Gourmet Tribute
to the Silverscreen Featuring American Cuisine." Granite
State Room, MUB, 6 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 1
MUSO Film-"And Then There Were None.'' Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
UNH Jazz Band-Dave Seiler, directing. Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

MONDAY, MARCH 2
Men's Hockey-at Northeastern
Art Exhibition -Alice Ericson Consgrove, a New Hampshire
artist, Galleries, Paul Arts, through March 12.
.
Women's History Program-Film: "She's Nobody's 1Baby,"
noon to l p.m. Lecture: "Rescuing W 'o manly V 1rtues," 12 p.m. Hillsborough/Su llivan Room, MUB
·
Women's History Program-Panel : "The Way We Were,"
Films: "Women's Voices: Th~ Gender Gap Movie," 6:307 p.m., "Sweethearts of Rhythm," 7-7:30 p.m., "The Flapper
Story," 7:30-8 p.m. and "She's Nobody's Baby," 8:30-9:30
p.m. Forum Room Library.
_ ·
-

TUESDAY, MARCH 3
Women's History Program-"Tak ing Women Seriously in
the University" CANCELLED. Replaced by a play performed
by Generic Theater. "Tissue" about a young woman coming
to terms with her body and identity after a mastectomy. Forum
Room, Library, 12:30-2 p.m.
Women's Hi.s tory Program-Lectu res: "History of Women
in Sports," 2-3 p.m. and "Role Conflicts of Women Athletes,"
and Film : "Beauty Knows No Pain," 3-4 p.m. Hillsborough/Sullivan Rooµ"1, MUB.
French/Italian Film-"State of Siege (Etat de Siege)," Room
303, James, 3:30 p.m.
·
·

Chem istry dept awar ded grant
By Chris Pollet
The chemistry department
is being awarded-$30q,ooo from
the national Science Foundation
for a new spectrometer.
''.The new instrument is LO
tiines more powerful than anything we own," said Richard
Johnson, assistant professor of
chemistry, wh'o helped write the
proposal for the ne.w nuclear
magnetic resonance,_s pecrrometer ( nmr).
The new sophis-ricated insrrume n t will allow ·sciemisrs to
"see" how molecules are put
together. It is a step above the
instruments used in the department now.
"We cari tell which atoms are
conn~cred to which, what kind
of bond they are connected -with
and often what the angle of
connection is," said grant ·coauthor.Dennis Chasteen.
"The spectrometer is easily
the most sophisticated instrument the University has ever
purchased," said Chasteen. "It's
almost like comparing a Cadillac
to a horse and buggy," said
Chasteen in reference to other
equipment the department now
uses.

. In addition to Chasteen's students (undergraduate s and
· work, the spectrometer will be graduates).
used by chemist Kenneth AnJohnson and Chasteen have
dersen, who will be studying been visiting the companies that
molecules that exist in both produce the instrument. The
" I e f t " a nd " r i g h t - h a n de d "
purchase of the spectrometer
forms.
is a long involved process.
"While the left-hand version
''When you' r.ei-- spending
may be an effective drug," said $300,000, you do it quite careAndersen, "the right-handed ' fully," said Johnson.
·version may be a poison."
"The primary ·concern . in
Chemist Louise Foley is going choosing an instrument is acto be studying the changes in cessibility," said Johnson. "We
the shape undergone by mole- want the instrument to be
. cules that are flexible, with the usuable by as many students but
assistance of the spectrometer.
still able to do sophi~ticated
"We like to know which part e~periments."
· of the molecule, or which conThe spectrometer fits the
forination of the molecule pro- _description -and the impending
duces the antibiotic response purchase has created a stir in
we're looking for," said Foley. the chemistry department as.
This study of antibiotics can we II as in the University as a ·
have positive results. "If we whole.
knov.:_ all that, then maybe we
The spectrometer works by
can design and prepare better suspending a substance in a
antibiotics," said Foley.
magnetic field and bombarding
Johnson defined the use of it with various frequencies of
the spectrometer for the stu- radio waves. These radio waves
dents, as available for all those · make the molecules spin and
undergraduates who have to do the amount of energy it .rakes
bachelor thesis. The sp~ctrome- to make •the molecules spi'n is
ter is not going to be used in recorded, analyzed and plotted
classrooms but exclusively for by computer.
research by both faculty and
Chasteen wiHbe using ·che
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Women's History Program.- Films: "Miies. to Go," 4:30~6:30
p.m . HilJsborough/S ulliva~ Roo1~, second ~p·ow:_ 9-10:30
p.m., Strafford Room, and Born rn Flames, 7-8.30 p.m.,
Strafford Room, MUB.
Amnesty International Discussion-"Afg hanistan and Human
Rights, · Mr. Rc.!himi, from Afghanistan with the Free
Aghanistan Al,liance out of Cambndge, Room 128" Hamilron
Smith, 7 p.m.
Rock and Rofl: A Search for God-A major audio-visual
presentation that examines the spiritual roots of contemporary
music. Granite State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. Free. All welcome.
Celebrity Series-The Guthrie Theater in "Candida," Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
-

'

CALENDAR INFORMATIO N' MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- ·
weekly, throughout the academic year. Our 'offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. 1
Office hours: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
! )..H.00.Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
. .check their ads the fiisc day . The New H_ampshire will in no case be
responsible for typograph ::al er other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which~ typographical error appears, if notified
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
11

instrument to study transferrin
- a protein that helps the body
use iron by demonstrating some
very- unusual properties.
"Most substances that bind
iron cannot iel go ut tt as

transferrin does," said Chasteen.
An understanding of transferrin
can lead to knowledge of the
body's cells. Chasteen feels that
the secret of transferrin lies with
its molecular configuration.
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OTICES
ACADEMIC .
COMPUTING HELP: The DISCovery Hotline is
available to students _who have questions regarding
DISCovery application software or ocher computer
related problems. Call 862-3665. Help is generally
available M-F, 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. or leave a message
and the consultant will gee back to you. If "hands
on" help is needed, stop by the DISCovery Learning
Center in Stoke, Room 11-D.
SCHOLARSHIPS: Several scholarships will be
awarde.d to qualified graduate and undergradu·ace
students in the College of Life Sciences and
A&riculture including Thompson School of Applied
.Soence for 1987-88 Academic Year. Application
materials available in Departmental Offices and
Dean's Office (201 Taylor Hall). Deadline for
)
completed applications is 'March 27.

ATHLETICS
UNH CAMP WILDCAT DAY CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: The cam-p sponsored by Rec
Sports is for children in grades 1-6, June 22-Aug.
7, 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays only. (Week of
June 22 is training) General councelors, arts &
crafts specialises, nature specialists, sports specialists, and l~feguards. Must be 18 or older and
have previous experience working with children.
Sports and aquatics experience helpful, not required.
Applications, Room 151, Field House, 862-2031.
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 5 ON 5 INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL: Leagues begin week of March 23.
Rosters due at mandatory captain's meeting,
Monday, March 2, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB,
6p.m.
MEN'S & WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL HALL
HOCKEY: Leagues begin week of March 23. (5
players per team) Rosters due at captain's meeting,
Tuesday, March 2, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB,
.
6p.m.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
HALL HOCKEY & 5 ON 5 BASKETBALL: For
men Jtnd women_, Clin,ics: Mo.nday, March 9, Room
38, Field House. Hall Hockey Officials Clinic at
4 p.m. and 5 on 5 Basketball Officials Clinic at 6
p.m. Information: 2038.

Summ er sessio n
has many benefi ts ·
'

..,

ESSAY EXAM PREPARATION AND STRATEGIES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Non-'f radicional
Student Center, presented by TASk. Do you find .
it difficult co organize your ch<:>Ughcs and answer
all the essay questi.ons in the amount of rime
allotted? Workshop offers useful strategies. Monday,
March _2, Underwood House, 3-4 p.m.
ROCK AND ROLL: A SEARCH FOR GOD:
Spo_nso~ed by New Testament Fellowship. A major
audio-visual presentation that examines the spir.itual
roocs_ of comcem_potary music. Tuesday, March 3,
Granite State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., all welcome;
free.

HEALTH
SAFE RIDES: A service for students providing
safe transportation home for drivers under the
influen\e ~~f ak<~hol and/or other drugs and/or
those r1d10g w i~h them. Thursdays, Fridays,
Saturdays, lO p.m. to 2 a.m., call 862-1414.
AL-AN.ON MEETING:· Individuals affected by
another s use of alcohol or other drugs are welcome.
Mondays, Wolff House, noon to I p.m.
NARCOTIC 'ANONYMOUS MEETING: Individuals concerned abou~ their drug use are welcome,
·
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 P:m.
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
Ov~rview and discussion of suess/stressors and
the1_r effects ?n me?calf physical health along with
var1ous coping skills, strategies and relaxation
techniques. Friday,,February 27, MUB, 2-3 p.m.
and Wednesday, March 4, Sawyer, 7 p.m.
STRESS, PRESSURES, RELAXATION AND.
COPI~G ST~~ TEGIES: Experimental workshop
allowi?g parttopancs to explore various relaxation
techniques and practice individual coping skills.
Tueday, March 3, Sackett, 7 p.m.
WOMAN AND SELF IMAGE: The pressu,re is
on for women to be picture perfect, smart, creative,
professional, etc...etc. .. Do you live up to these
standards? Come explore your feelings and opinions
about women and societal expectations. Thursday,
_
March 5, 3rd floor, Stoke, 7 p.m.

.

.

'
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By Mark Hoge
With spring break only two
weeks away and warm weather
clearly in sight, some ambitious
students are beginning to think
abo\1t their summer vacation
'. pl~ns.
While a majority of UNH
_students will return home to
j9..ps, friends and fo,mily, some
students will stay in Durham·
to advar:ice t~ei~ studies thnmg~
the University s Summer Pro~
grµm.
The University of .New
Hamps.hire's Summer Session
provide~ undergraduate college
st_udents, graduate students,
high school pupils, as well as
other people ov·e r 18 years of
~ge th~ opportunity to enroll
rn credit and non-credit courses.
The program runs · from May
25 through Aug. 14. There will
be six different terms·"f-anging
from 5 weeks to 12 weeks.
The selection of summer
credit courses are nor entirely
the same as regular academic
year classes. For instance students will find smalle; cl~sses
than what they are used to
during the regular school year.
. Also, some classes are offered
'
only during the su1'nmer.
. Students wishing to complete
g~neral education requirements
will be happy to find that many
are offered through the summer
program.
Credit earned through the

summer program is transferred
to UNH records or an official
·UNH transcript that is made
~ailable to those students who
·are from other colleges or
working on a non-degree pro- .
gram.
Students may take a maximum of one and a half credits
pe_r ~eek without special permiss10n. Costs for each credit
ange from $70_ to $90, depend7mg
on a whether a student is·
an undergraduateor graduate
student.
History professor Marc
Schwartz said "It is a distinct
advantage for students to study
at UNH ov·er the summer because of the diversity . that_ is
present. Students are able to
gaii:i a be!ter understanding of
their subject matter through a
more relaxed atmosphere and
closer interaction between other ·
students and their professors."
Schwartz taught .history last
su~nmer an_d w_ill return again
·
this summer.
The non-credit program offered is a fantastic way in which ·
on~ can broaded their personal
~kills as weq as investigate
Interests. These classes range
from hatha yoga for women to
starting a small business in New
Hampshire. Prices for these
courses range-from $15 to $215. _
The Department of Residen-

GENERAL

CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: ·Tips and
techniques on writing an effective resume. Last
one of the semester. Wednesday, March 4, Forum
.
Room, Library, 7-8 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Noc quite
sure of where you are headed with your career?
Small group workshops are designed to help.
Wednesday, March 4 and Monday, March 9, Room
203, Huddleston, 4·:30-6:".30 p.m. Sign up in Room
203, Huddleston.

GENERAL
ROTC EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM: "Personal
Financial Management for Junior Officers" presented by a rep from the National Bank of Houston.
Tuesday, March 3, Room 101, Zais, 12:30-1:30
p.m.
SANDWICH_ LUNCHES: We'll have the fixings-you can build your own sandwich and pay a
reasonable price per ounce. Tuesdays, Underwood
House, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

UNH pE~ATE SOCIETY MEETING:· Learn to
speak '. effectively and informatively through
speeches and debates. Mondays, Room 310, Horton,
8:15 p.m.
AIESEC MEETING: AIESEC is an international
busin~ss students' orgai:iization operating in 65
countnes a~ound the world. We offer trainerships,
travel, business experience and fun. Meeting on
Thursdays, Room 212, McConnell, 7 p.m . ..
CAMPUS GAY & LESBIAN ALLIANCE MEETING: To finalize plans on our March 8 Coffee House,go bver business, and continue plans for the Cultural
Awareness Festival. Sunday, March 1, Room 201,
Horton, 6 p.m.
AMERICAN i\SSOCIA TION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN MEETING: A review of Catherine
Drinker B<;>wen's "Family Portrait" will be presented
by Katherme B. Howe. Thur-sday, March 5, Alumni
~oom, New Hampshire Hall, 4:15 p.m. Information: Joan Burkholder, 749-4052.

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on

ro er.forms)

'M

SUMMER OF '87 ··

Camp Ti1nber·Trails, a 9_week, resident Girl
Scout camp, is looking for s!aff people ...
RIDING INSTRUCTORS, SPECIAL RIDING DIRECTOR
UNIT LEADERS, ASSIST ANT UNIT LEADERS, COUNSELORS
SPECIAL TY STAFF-ARTS & CRAFTS, PROJECT ADVENTURE
SPORTS/SOCCER, FARM, PHOTOGRAPHY, DRAMA,
BROADCASTING AND AQUATICS
REGISTERED NURSES, KITCHEN STAFF

~~--J

M✓•

Christia n educatio n is a
reneuline business .
: Gordon-Conwell Seminary is leading the .
way in_ 1nnovat1ve methods and applications of
Christian education . Study with professors
who helped instigate the formation of the New
England Christian Education Association.
Build up your church with tools such as
leadership training , family life education.
equipping of the lait_y, Sunday school programs
for_all ages. 1nduct1ve group Bible study and
neighborhood evangelism .
Gordon-Conwell puts the Bible at tt,e
center of all its programs. We hold a firm
stance on the inerrancy of Scripture. You'll find
this strength in what we offer: four degree
programs - Master of Divinity, Master of
Religious Education, Master of Arts in
Theological Studies and Doctor of Ministry each with ,ts own range of options.

. Learn how to implement a creative
Christian education -program in your church. Write today for more information about our
Christian education curriculum at GordonConwell Theological Seminary, South Hamilton,
Massachusetts O1982. Or call us nationwide
at 1-800-GCTS-FAX; locally at 1-617-468.
7111,

r,~;,~~~-----~ ---_

ACNH/C
a catalog & application
lo talk with a representative
.) _ _ • _ _ _
my telephone # (_

~e~:s'.\~~e·:z:~--us---~__ olher _· _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ Stale _
Undergraduate School

Stop in at the Job Fair on Wednesday, March 4th
or call or write:
Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034

·~,~92~r,.qa~~~~~~~~~-

VM

Zip Code.:.__
•

Year of Graduation_ _ _ _ _ _

/~~

Gordon Conwell Theo/09,r.al Semmary does not discr,mmale
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Panel ·stresses experience
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We Cati Help

;
;
.;

Jhe University Respite Group is looking .for people
interested in volunteering a few hours per week
to help people who care -for victims of Alzheimer's
Disease.

•;

·-

As career apprehension
seethes within future commun- ·
icacion graduates, a word to ease
anxiety is experience, according
We r,m make ti dif/crr:ncc.
;
to a career panel featuring UNH
; If you'-re interested in gaining experienGe in ·human .
alumni held Monday in the
forum room of Dimond Library.
: -servic,es please call the University Respite Group
The Communication panel
1
: . at 868-3252.
·
sponsored by Career Planning·
and Placement;included Ralph
Alder, an editor and journalist;
Cynthia Fenneman, executive.
producer at N.H. Public Tele vision/Channel 11; Robin Bonneau, assistant sales manager
at WGIR; and Lori Schneider,
a broadcaster at WHEB FM.
Alder noted the valuable
experience he gain~d at The
New Hampshire while he was
'
.
an undergraduate. "The real key
Ralph Adler and Cynthia ~enneman; executive
is to take advantage of what's Journalist
available here ... the student producer of N .H. Public Television-Channel 11, speaking
to future communication •graduates. (Shtrrie Flick photo)
press," Alder said.
Choose fro~ such famous brands as:
Alder cred·ited working for
Bonneau, a 1950 UNH grad- rive persiscence to follow a story
The New Hampshire as his best uate, stood up to address stu- until the person finds an answer,
undergraduate preparation for dents and expose .a dynamic creativity and detail, energy,
a carfer. "I learned more at The presence. Stressing experience, time-devotion, and intelligence
New Hampshire than in- all of he told students to "get a foot as favorable personaf qualities.
my classes combined."
Bonneau considered enthuin the door-sweep the floor, if
Encouraging a route of in- you have to." Students reacted siasm, responsibility, patience,
ternship experience, Fenneman to Bonneau's address, laughing production .know ledge, }ntels.aid internships have "expe- intermittently.
ligence and dedication imporrience at somewhat of a realistic
Agreeing with with other tant. He jokingly added, "You
environment" and prospective speakers, Schneider said expe- · have to have a massive ego."
employers might cons1der stu- rience is a key factor. She said
Alder stressed a "desire to
dents for entry-levelpositions.
working at WUNH was her best know what's going on in the
Fenneman said her own di- · undergraduate preparation for world." He added "You have
versified internships aided her radio.
to be a sponge and soak up a lot
furure career. She advocated
Speakers emphasized expe- of little information about a lot
researching a company before rience as well as necessary of things."
accepting an internship. "Make personal qualities to survive in
Schneider focused on energy
su.re· you're with something a media.
., '
saying, "If you don't have
~hat's large enough with tenFenneman listed stress tol- enough energy_, don't do it
tacles that you can grow into," erance, desire to educ~·ce others,
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30 Sat 9-5 Closed Sundays
said.-4~/ i ·t '
Fenneman
<:oinmunication':: ability, · a deter- 1 CAREE/lS, page ~5
;'f -.
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15th Annual Winter
Clearance Sale
Patagonia
North Face
CB Sports ·
Columbia Sportswear
Woolrich

Marmot
Salomon
Trak
Rossignol
Aria

H~f:t»~~

DERNESS
TRAILS
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AIMH
For a future with
,a professional
team . ..
. ... . look into Air Force ROTC. Combined with your
bachelor's degree in nursing ,' Air Force ROTC prepares
you for a challenging and rewarding future . . . as an ,
officer in Air Force Nurse Corps.
You also may be eligible for a 2- or 3-year scholarship
that can pay your full college tuition and most textbooks,
lab and other fees, plus a monthly allowance during -the
,
·
school term.
Accept a coinmitment to caring. Air Force nursing
opportunities are unlimited - it all depends on you. Talk
to your Air Force ROTC campus representative today.

Captain Copeland
Department of Aerosp·ace Studies
.
862-1480

1/

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS ·HERE
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MUSO presents ...

March ·is nutrition mOnth·

·Agatha Christie's

"And Then There
Were None"
Sunday, March 1
:·7 & 9:30 p.m.
traff ord Room,

.-

- -\ MUB
·,,;.'

!

h

'

-' By Michael Du~al
with many diet problem·s.
With the onset of spring and
"As nutrition plays a bigger
the incessent dri've to firm up, role in health, this event is one
so too begins National Nutri- way to increase awareness of
tion Month. This event in its the need to eai: well," said Doris
.14th consecutive year devotes . Irwin, director of t,he counseling
itself to the theme "Good Nu- service since its inception.
trition: A Personal Choice" and
"My interpretation of this
y·e;:i.r's themes are that they are
will run during March.
The UNH Human Nutrition ·an a ttem pc·.by the A,.meric~n
Department at UNH intends Dietetic Association to.·heighten
to increase not only the aware- our society's awareness that they ·'
. ness of chis event but also are iri control of what they eat.
inform students and Seacoast It is in the public's best interes-c
residents about their exclusive to eat intelligently," Irwin said.
N ucrici,onal Assessment and
Irwin holds degrees in nuCounseling Service (NACS).
trition and a masters in coun-The event's secondary theme seling. Aided by an assemblage
"Registered .Dietitions: Your of four doctors and· Irwin, stu~
Personal Expert") spotlights den c interns act as diet coundie·cicians and UNH student selors.
· "The service allows hands"'"'i nterns who help individuals

on training an,d counseling skills ·
for, the interns before graduation, and there is no better way
for the students to get that
essential trairiing than with a
pioneer in the computerized .
assessment program," Irwin
said.
The 'Service '. s one to · one
counseling centralizes on asses.s
nutrition, diet a'nd eating habits
9,i;i_. 'f. q•e Se pr i \1 t <r , int-er Vie W S
analyze _e ach client's condition_.
.in order to prepare a computer- :
acct.irate nutriciqnal as.sess!Dent
and diet analysis. ·
'
In the · second consultation
period, the nuuicional counselor ,
discusses the results of his/her ,
evaluation with the client. These
findings may ·indicate a need for
a halanced diet. At this point,
special diets may be implemented and the client may be self- ,.
disciplined to monitor his/her ·
own progress. Additional ses. sions are available if continued
counsel,i ng is desired.
"Here at NACS we're not
merely concerned · with just
weight reduction and maintenance counseling. Among our
areas of expertise in.dude therapeutic diet counseling for food
allet:gies, cardiac / clwlesterol
/ sodium gastrointestinal disorders, diabetes, and cancer and
chemotherapy.
__
"Along with the Physical
Education Department, we are .
al-so investing in lopg term
studies in sports nucritipn and
the effects of diet on physical
exertion and exercise," Irwin
said.
NACS has maintained a high
level of hea.lth care in the
cornrriunity. Staff members of ·
NACS may be r eached at the
Franklin Fitness Center, the
Cardi.ac · Rehabilitation Program, campus weight control
groups, The Executive Development Program, and iri many
workshops throughout the Seacoast area.
- . "The breadth of the service
. and the Nutritional Department
as whole, is enormous and
should be taken advantage of
by all students and residents,"
Irwin said, ''And it's never mo·
late to promote health through
nutrition.

a

a

We'd rather tie you up for a couple of hours than
see you tie yourself down to-a bad career decision.
-That's why we're holding our Jordan Marsh
Rresentation-and why you owe it to yourself to
stop by and find out more about New England's
dominant department store. Come get_ the inside
story on our Executive Training Program, con. sidered one of the finest in the country/and on how ·
to become a successful executive in _today's fastpaced, competitive retai_l industry.
:. ":'.· s'o whether.yo_u;rea seniot looking-to start your
career on the right track, o.r :an underclassman
·trac~ing:. dow·n a; .fuH-time,- paid . internship, do
yourself ·a favor and check out the Jo~dan Marsh
presef'.ltation;
· It's one evening you're bound
to reiTiember.
'ruE°soAY.

,.

·0

THE JORDAN MARSH
·.·•· P~ESENTAT ION

r,IIIIAICH
. . ·PAPIRI
. ·

1

16,278 to choose from~all subjects .

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC , or 000

■MIi
Or, rush

sq"q:~~J;;~~~2

$2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave.,#206-SN, Los Angeles_, CA 90025
Custom research als? available"-all \evels ;_

MARC '
L1~JARY

'~iNo

;~;;;,~om

35 Main St. •

Durbam

868-7061
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Blood drive nets 969 pints
•

Sun Tan Center

~\\/ /~
.Atten-tion .-~ ~ ·
Students
.____

--;;,11\~"
30 calendar days
for $39.00
· Groups of 3
or more $30.00 ea.
130·Congress St.
Portsmouth, N. H.
431-7047
Downtown
(on Kari-Van route},-

By Beth Goddard

a private atmosphere. _ The System, and the football team. The American Red Cross an~-:-,vers are not seen by anyone These people not only donate
hMod clrive, held Feb. 16-20 · until they reach the testtng lab . . blood but they volunteer to worJ< ·
reu:-ived 969 pints of blood from
Stearns sa_id "Any of our at the blood drive-preparing and •
1,084 J'.)ners.
·
people would not give if they posting sign,s, helping· nurses,
Jarry Sccirns, the Red Cross . thought they W(>uld.hurt any- setting up information desks,
nurse in charg~ of the UNH body."
and se-rving orange juice and
·
·
..
1
blood. drives began ar UNH with / The nurses at the blood drive lunch.
·.·1 love UNH:" said Stearns,
a trial program in 1951 and 1t are well-trained, so if they have
has been goin-g strong since any doubt then the person is "The kids are terrific."
Merchants are als·o partici1952.
turned down. After giving
Stearns hupes to reach the blood,. doner_::s stay and rest and pants in the blood drive. Burger
90;000 pint of blood from UNH they are served orange juice and · • King· donates two gallons of
orange juice a _day fo-r every
at the next blood drive, April · lunch if they want it.
20-2/4.
The blood collected. from the blood drive: Shop. 'N Save helps
Before any blood is taken blood drives is taken to the New out when needed. Postscripts
from a cloner;<! nurse tests blood. Ha1npshire -V ermont blood usually donates an item for the,
pressure, pulse and hemoglobin- center, headquarters in Man- theme of the blood drive. Th,is
a determinant of _low iron con- chester. Here it is further time it was teddy bears. George
tent in the blood. Most deferents checked and typed. Then it is Diamond, the barber, paints Jiis
occur due to low iron.
distributed among the 46 hos- . window. and this time Nick's
the medi,al history of all pitals in New Hampshire. The painted his. The New Hampprospective done rs is also blood is also' available to Ver- shire Gentlemen even made a
checked to make sure there is mom residents and students in guest ;:ippearance to sing at the
blood drive,
no history of hepatitis; venereal New Hampshire.
Stearps said "The thing that
disease, or AIDS. Additional
According to Ste,1rns, "The
questioning takes place in pri- cooperation by student groups makes. me feel best i's when kids
vate booths which are set up by is arrtazing." ' Participants in- say thank you to me on their way
the federal government. The elude dorm residents, commu- out. Th$y're the ones · to be
government feels thar a person ters, the ROTC units, the Greek thanked."
will give more information in

Campus
Rage .
\.
Boxer shorts with you,r own custom imprint
Show off your dorm, fr~ternity or sorority ... ·
Place your order now fpr spring break.

In-House Art Dept :

603/431-8319

3131 Latayett-e Road (Ate 1 J

25cfl:

YEARS
AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
USA

WHY?

.Human Rights ·Violations in AFGHANISTAN

·WHEN?
'

.

.

~

\

.

·_7:00 p.m., Tuesday, March 3

,WH_ERE?-

•

Ports·mouth . N .H

·The New Hampshire
n~ed,s ....

writers & photographer s!
• get your name in print!!!"
• gain Valuable experience!!!

..

.Hamilton Smith ·Hall, ,:Roorp 128

Both are paid positions. >
No experience necessarJI
j•

-we Will train!

·Stop by rm. 151 in tkie MUB! ..
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· ------------------------TOWNS(continued from page 1)
to continue to plan for the tenplan is necessary, it is criminal
mile evacuation zone is not fully for chem to even suggest cutting
·it to one mile." ·
understood.
"We want people to underPevear said, "I am sure th~
srand our commitment and take people will cominue to vote the
advantage of the planning re- way they always have by voting
sources chat NH Yankee is for their public safety."
committed to prnvide,· 1 said
Herbert Drake, state Repre,
Williams. ·
·sentative for Rye, North HampRoberta Pevear, state Repre- ton and New Castle, said he
sentative and civil defense di- . thought the towns vote .would
rector for Hampton Falls claims be very "emotional." According
that the propo~ed vote indicates, to Drake the evacuation dilemna
"They are hypocrites, and if they is, " just ·one arrn of stopping
feel that the ten mile.evacuation the plant."

Drake said he is not con- up che licensing of the plant by town of Seabrook supports the
- cerned with the evacuation . refusing to participate in eg-ier- . plant. Brown claims .the general
attitude of the town is, "the
plans because he does not think gency evacuation planning.
· there will ever. be a meltdown _ Last month the state of NH plant is there, and the money
anJ NH Yarikee · reached a has been spent, so why riot use
at the plant.
NH Yankee claims Seabrook contractual agreement _which it."
Brown also said chat he beis the safest nuckar power plant will require the utility to fund
· in · the world and has requested and support the development l1eves in the ten-mile evacuation
the- -NUG.ku Regulatory Com- of emergency evacuation plans zone.
. Bue Bob Cushing, sq1te Remission ·co reduce the ten-mile in all NH towns within the tenpresentative for Seabrook, diseva~uation zone to one mile. A mile zoJJ.e..,pf the plant .
Clyde Brown, town selectman agrees with Brown. "The vote
one-mile evacuation zone will
· enable the utility to avoid Mas- for Seabrook, said he thinks will backfire on them and will
sachusetts which is two miles more than 50 percent of the be ·voted down," said Cushing.
away. Massachusetts has held

Evacuatio n plan needs work
~By P.e ter Hanson

tion license ifit applied for one
The state's evac~ation plans, today because of the dense
according to critics, lack ade- population around the plant.
Bob Carrigg, town selectman
quate road networks, shelters,.
emergency ·equiprpent and the and civil defense director for
man power to make an evacua- North Hampton said "The
state's evacuation plans are no
tion work.
Many of the communities good."
Carrigg said whenever
civil defen·se· directors within
the ten-mile evacuation zone anyone br,ings up a valid poi-nt
think New Hampshire's eva~ concerning flaws in the plans,
cuation plans ·for the Seabrnok the state a·n d utility imply the
nuclear power plant won't work. towns will not cooperate.
One problem Carrigg meq"The state's evacuation plans
regarding Seabrook are unwor- tioned was the evacuation of
kable;" said Sandra Mitchell, Hampton beach in the summer.
civil defense director for· Ken- He claims there are so many
turns in the evacuation route
sington.
Mitchell said because the from the beach that it would be
state's evacuation plans are so difficult to follow without· sev~
inadequate the town of Ken- era! people directing traffic.
Another problem Carrigg has
sington. has refused to participate with the planning. Mit- with . the s;tate's plan is the
chell claims the Seabrook plant ,. noJ1on that the teachers in the
would not be granted a construe- loc~_l schools will hang around ·

New Enf!Jand ReRional
American CoffeRe Dance Festival
March 5-8
UNH-DURHAM
Festival Concert Performances
March 6 at 8 p.rn.
March 7 at 8 p.rn.
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative }(_rt.r Center

$3 ·- $4· - $5
Tickets Available At
The MUB Ticket Office:
862:2290

after an emergency to assist in
evacuating school children.
· Phillip Richards, civil defense
director - for Hampton said,
'There could be some question
with the state's plans but I thiq.k
the state did an adequate job."
"If we had ·to I think we coud
get a lot of people off the beach,"
·
said Richards.
Richards said tho1,1sands of
people go to Red Sox games and
are gone within a few hours
aft.er the game. Therefore he
.does not think the· evacuation
of the beach is impossible.
Bev Hollingworth, state Re. presentative for Hampto-n
charges ,"The state's evacuation
plans are coc~lly inadequate."
'She said the state's plans have
been revised four times already.
One example Hollingworth
- EV AC, page 13

NOJETAKING - Could your notes be

TASk Workshop Calendar

·· · ··•· ·•····· ···· ··· ·· ········ ···· ···.. ··············• ·•····· ········· ······• ·· · ·•·•·· •·· ····· ···· ····· ·•... , , ... .... ............. ... ................. ... ... ..... ..... ... .... ....... ............ . .... ... , ..

The Training in Academic Skills (TASk) Center helps undergraduate students help themselves by
teaching new and practical ways to learn and improve academiG performance
• Academic Skills Workshops
• Individualized Study Skills Help
• Reading Assessment

·lJf"

• Course Information
• Personal Advising
• Referral

The TASk Center (the red and white house) 21 Madbury Ri

UNH

862-3698

Hours . Monday through Friday 8 :00 AM to 4:30 PM - . Evening hours are also available.

-----~-~--------------~~--------

more helpfu l to you in recalling important information atthe
time when you need it most? This workshop will teach you how ·
· § to improve your notetaking skills and review your notes -for
better retention.
TIME BUDGETING - Do you have
enough time? This workshop will teach you to
-~
w/ determine and manage academic priorities and still have a
full and balanced life
TECHNICAL READING - Are you satisfied that you are getting t'he information
·
you
need from your texts? You can learn a set of strategies which
will enable you to improve your concentration, comprehension
_
and retention of course material.
EFFECTIVE READING - How us.e ful are your read-ing strategies for collgee1~ level work? Whether_you a_re h_aving a specific problem with your reading assignments
~ ·or Just want some general pointers for improving comprehenison and retention, this
_
workshop will address your concerns.
.

.
I

- EFFICIENT READING -

Getting the most out of the tir:ne you spend reading
is vital to college success . This workshop_will introduce selective reading strategies
.· .
.
~ - that can benefit students at al l levels.
'.tridou
T
Nonda.u
6
5
4
3
2
STANDARDIZED TEST TAKING -FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL...;.. Which
lo'7I Objective
tests will you need to take? When? Where? Get tips ori preparing for and taking exams:
. .- ·:·r) Writers'
. lg_!J Exams IO AM
~ Efficient
Organizing
;,,~-J·
max,m,ze vour score'
Workshop
Reading 10 AM
'
9
Info 11 AM
2PM
ESSAY EXAMS: PREPARATION AND STRATEGIES - Would .you like to
n swer essay questions effectively
. learn strateg ies for organizing your thoughts to a_
_{ ;) ~roritkesrhso·p
Objective
1
.
~ and in the
"
/:
Exams
11
~ amount of time allotted? By learning to pick out the key
,.
_AM
ii '
5 PM
works in the questions and outlining your ideas, you can write
=-1
- +----......;::;----:~ - - - - - ~
1 - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -- - + - - - - - - 13
12
11
10
9
more concise essays.
Writers'
Effective
ANXIETY - Does anxiety or. nervousAess keep you from perfor111ing as
EXAM
Time oBudgeting
~
·
.-:
.
,
.
:AM
Workshop
1
Reading
it
would _like on exams? This workshop outlines practical and helpful test
y~u
as
well
2PM
10AM
Exam Anxiety
taking strategies that may help you to keep calm during exams and improve your
11 AM
Writers'
Technical
.
. ·
qrade
Workshop
~ Time Budgeting
Reeding.5 PM
1 PM
'iti
11 AM
OBJECTIVE EXAMS: PREPARATION AND STRATEGIES~ Do you feel _
that what you know was not fully reflected in your grade? Thi? workshop will present
~ strategies you can use to improve your performance on multiple choice and true.
·
_
.•
false exams.
March 16 - 20
~ ORGANIZING INFORMATION - This workshop explains powerful learning
1 - - - - - - - -- ~ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - . - - - - - - -- - - - r - - - - - - - - , :c::7:-1 =(fily] strategies that will help you organize and remember information: Learn h~w to create
2
26
21
25
23
·colorful mindmaps as well as charts and diagrams of the concepts you need to know.
~
WRITERS' WORKSHOP - This resource is available several times each week
:~~ie;:~
AM
gObjective
t;~;J) for students to use o_n an as-needed basis . Bring your wrHing assignment and rece_ive
11 AM
. ..
l_g_£J Exams 11 AM />,,
suggestions for gett ing started, narrowing focus, or9anizing, ending and completing
/;:\~~~·1 Noletakmg
.
Organizing
special writing tasks. You can also get feedback on writing progress .
tZ. Tim~t~~eting
~ 1 PM
Standardized

.. .

~

..

I.

16

,,.0 ·

[[TI

i

i~:~)

-

fi"i'l.

-Spring Break

~z~~:~;\o

l"o'7J

/i

1*--

Info 5 PM

\.:::.1
30
Writers'
Workshop
2 PM
Objective
Exams 5 PM

;fp

Tests 12:30 PM ·,tJ!l!I('
Tests 4 PM
, '0' ,_Standardized

31

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - --- - - -

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES-

The federally-funded Student Support Services
component of the TASk Center can provide addition services to
students who qualify. In addition to Study.Skills. the
following services are available to matriculated undergraowate
students who are first generation college students AND
low-income OR have a Clocumented physica l handicap or lear.ning
• Sub1ect Area Tutoring
· · dis.ability :
• Individualized Reading and Writing Assistance
. • Support Services for Learn,ng Dis,;lbled Stwdents
• Graduate School Preparation and Advising

Contact TASK right away to find out
if you are eligible tor these FREE services.
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Celebrate'

uNH's 7th Annual Women's History Week

~

An Academy Award-Wir~u~ing
Documentary Film .

WOMEN ~
Then and Now

Discussion Leader: Bob Gustafson,
a IVlohawk Indian ~
~~~

A History of the Women's
Movement in America

Free Admission

MARCH 2-8, 1987- · Films . panels, drama, and speakers on the
contribution$ of women to :
musi·c
literature
science
politics
art labor
afhletics
philosophy
the military
science
the community

•H••••••••H•#H#H••••••H•<#H••H••••••••••••••••••••H#-H

_·
"The land dispute has been made up by
people who know nothing about our lives"
Traditional Hopi Indian

HHH## .....~ # # # H ~ • ~

-KEYNOTE SPEAKER

SHIRLEY
CHISHOLM

Sunday, March 8, 2-4:30 p.m.
-

Strafford Room MU B

M arch 4, 1987 7:00 p.m.
" Granite State Room
Complete 's c hedule s are ava i.labl e in th e MUB and
th e Dimond Lib ra ry . All program s are whe e lc ha ir
acc essible . Most pr og rams are· free and ope n to th e
public .
Sp o_n sored by th e UNH Pres iden t'.s Commission on
th e Statu s of Wome n and offices and d e partm e nt s
·
of th e University of New Hampshire.
l

" .¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~~¥

much, much more

Do you know -.-

The New Hampshire

what happens
at the Student s ·e ,
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S U N D.N U - - - - - - - - - - - (continued from page.I)
Although Sununu has not
received a bu4get,proposal from
UNH Pres.idem Gordon Haalan_d, he has· a 1.0 percent increase slated for next year's
funds. Any budget increase
which surpasses that amount
will have to come from other
funds, most notably hikes in
tuition.
In response co· Dartmouth
· College's distribution of "Safe
Sex" packets earlier this wee~, .

Sununu said, "I think .it is a primary function of this Unimistake. It makes the colleg<.: . versity is to serve the people
look bad as a whole. It really of the state. If we begin to admit
bothers me."
people because of their racial
"I will do everything in my background, we will no longer
power co not allow ·the distri- have a true cross-section of the
bution of contraceptives in peop·le who make up the state."
public schools while I am in
The governor has spent the
off ice. I do not support that earlier part of the week in
whatsoever," said Sununu.
· Washington, D.C. at a convenUpon being confronted with tion of the nation's governors.
the problem of lack of diversity . He is currently vice chairman
here at UNH Sununu said, "The of ,the Gubernatorial Board,

which is working on welfare
reform as their number one
priority.
· "Our goal is to help get people
off of welfare and get them the
training they need to be able to
hold down a job which will help
them support themselves and
their families. We also would
like to be able to help them find
the opportunities so get such
jobs," said Sununu.

On a lighter note, when asked
what the was the one obscure
question people always ask him,
Sununu said, "People tend to
ask me why I always wear a red
tie. When I was first elected
governor, I asked a fellow
politician why he always wore
a red vest. He said that it was
his trademark. And since I don't
look good in a red vest, I always
wear a tie."

------STUDENTS-----(continued from page 1)
"One nighc we were harassed
at out hotel. S<>me men in white
suits wanted to know why we
were- in El Salv,:idor and what
we were doing," Markey said.
Markey said s·he was impres,sed by the students. "I saw
that students in El Salvador are
addressing much more complex
iss•! r,,.: than we :11·p" she said.

"In El Salvador, there is no siry is "struggling to maintain
freedom of speech. There's such auronC>my and independence."
a violent civil war that everyb~
Markey said che propos·al
ody is suspect," said Markey. shou-ld come before the senate
In rhe past, she said, rhe rnilirary _ in a few weeks.
has invaded the campus, fired
'·This is a purely educational
professors, and installed mil- project. Not only will we benefit
itary officers as teachers instead. from it, but so will the people
At the momP.nt _the univer- of El Salvador."

ALTITUDE
MOUNTAINEERING

on Mexko's Highest Volcanoes
· March 2nd at 7 p.m.

l

-------EVAC------(continued from page 10)
used was that NH Yankee chose
Merrimack College to be .a host
evacuation site without seeking
the school's consent.
Norman Brown; civil defense
director for Stabrook does not
have any' problems with the
state's evacuation _plans.
"lt' s the people that are trying
to work the plans that I have
a problem .with ... th.er won't
cooperate," said Brown.
-

"O\ , r road sys rem g~ts
jammed up tighter than a teddy
bear in the summer... bur you
use what you have for resour_ces," said Brown.
Da·v id MacDonald, civil defense director for Rye said, "The
state's evacuation plans- would
work within the scope of what
they are intended to do, which
1
is nothing. •
MacDonald referred to the

state's plans as "cosmetic" and
do not require any level of safety.
MacDonald claims the state's
plans do not explain anything
concerning radiation poisoning.
He also said the Rye police
department consists of only six
police.
"It is unrealistic to think t.hey
could provide for the whole
town in the event of an emergency,'.' MacDonald said.

SPRING BREAK

1

Special ·0ne-Wee, .Course

...

IINq

_

.LEARN

BARTEN ING

land a good summer Job

GET- PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
.MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL ,rs
-.EASY AND FUN. TEL (603)'659 - 3718

ROOM

~• J-

IUSTIR

-

-

OR
WRITE !.!~l!!!.!.l!..sl!ill.V.t~
TODAY · - .

84 Main st·reet
Newmarket1 N.B. 0_3857

0

Through February 281

'87
-D RAW
·ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN LIVING ON CAMPUS ·
NEXT YEAR MUST SUBMIT AN APPLICATION FOR HOUSING DURING THE FOLLOWING TIMES:

COPIES
8½

Monday, March 2, 8:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Last name
beginning A-H
Tuesday, March 3, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Last name
beg-inning 1-P,
Wednesday, March 4, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Last name
beginning Q-Z
_
.
5:00 p.m. - 7:00· p.in. Anyone who missed an earlier sign.up time

x n white 20# auto-fed

Fast service, outstanding
quality, and low, low prices!

kinko•s®
Great copies. Great people. ·

51MainSt.

You are all welcome to fill out an application during any of the above
·time periods. THE APPLICATION PROCESS IS HELD IN THE STOKE
MAIN LOUNGE.
.
.

;

~

I

Durham
868-6322
~.'

Editorial
Condom sales can only help
1t is not very often that the University
is ~1 step ahead of the times. More often ·
than not, significant social change at UNH
comes after almost every other college
makes the first move. For instance, the
University just this summer divested the
majority of holdings in companies doing
business in South Africa. This came after
many other prominent _universities paved
the way by divesting their holdings at a
much earlier date.
. Now, the University is,considering selling
condoms in the Cat's Closet, located in the
Memorial Union Building. This would be
an excellent response to the growing
concern surrounding Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). According
to University officials considering taking
these actions, the prevention of AIDS would
be the sole reason for selling condoms. This
is an excellent idea, and all those involved

K-vans
To the editor:
Carson Cole's article of February
17 angered not only scores of KariVan drivers, but many members
of the UNH Crew as well.The KariVan service has often been charged
with the somewhat less than desirable task of transporting our
team to far-flung destinations in
order: to train or compete and they
hav~ always performed admirably
through thick and thin. In spite of
the arduous hours a.od antiquated
equipment we have never been
involved in a serious incident with
these professionals.
Furthermore, regarding Mark
Zinfo's letter which appeared Tuesday, let me emphasize that Carson
Cole lacked the resolve to continue_
ro~ing competitively, and as a
result we resent any association
between Cole's childish article and
the crew program here at UNH.
Perhaps Carson Cole needs to find
something better to do with his
new-found free time than to slander
such clearly valuable assets to the
·
community.
University
1
Sean O'Connell/UNH Crew

Forum
To the Editor:
Tim Tobin has his hair on too
tight. If seeing people outside
having a good time really bothers
him, I think he should keep it
between himself and his slide rule.
Is it all outdoor sports, _or just
Hackeysacking that makes him
"sick and tired"? Does he have a
Frisbee complex as well?
I do know whatTirn means when
it comes to explaining things to the
relatives. Why, it was just two weeks
ago that my parents were up to visit.
After walking through the hall my
mother pulled me aside.
"Son?" she asked, " I just saw a

. should be commended for their vision.
All three major networks and many majot
newspapers are currently considering
running ads for condoms. It app·e ars now
that they will run these ads for both the
revenue and t~e service it will provide the
public. Having condoms available in The
Cat's Closet would provide much the same
serv1Ce.
Presently, Hood House supplies free
condoms. However, the hours at Hood
House are not the most.convenient. Another
adavantage to having .condoms in the Cat's
Closet would be the longer hours the store
is open. The longer the store is open, the
greater the av a i 1ab i 1it y of the con do ms,
and 'the greater the service.
ment g•i ven is that condoms
~ Another argu_
are readily available at Durham stores. This
is true, but at the ' same time it is important
for the Unive,Fsity to show the students

there is an honest effort being made to slow
the spread of the disease and to educate
the student body. Selling condoms in the
Cat's Closet would be a small step towards
fighting AIDS, bur at the very least- it should
confirm for many stude f\tS the fact that
the University, and particularly Heath
Services; cares about the well-being of th~s tudents and is willing to take possibly
controversial steps to deal with the problem.
Sorpe critics of the move say it would only
contribute to sexual promiscuity around
campus . Sexual activity on campus will
continue at the same rate regardless of the
availibility of prophylactics.
Given the proven deadliness of the
disease and the proven effectiveness of
condoms in battling AIDS, the move could
not be more sound. The issue is a heath
issue, and not a moral issue.

his students to question the speaker
actions. Hersh said his s~cretary
for fear they would be impolite. He · would type the article for him. Talk
tried to stop peC>ple from asking
among .the Student Senate centered
questions at an evening public
a_round taking the funding from
lecture . In fact, he threatened to
COCA· because some members·
- throw __ me out of the lecture for
question authority. Once again the
To the Editor:
"impolite" questioning, depsite the
voice of political opposition is
I commend The New Hampshire fact that the speaker kept the floor
muted, and the University continues
for their cove-rage of the lack of open. Wirth had the nerve to accuse
to defend .t he right-wing.
diversity at UNH and I would like , us of intolerance and disruption.
What would have happened if
to br-iefly expose two more examWirth or Wheeler were leftists and
He convinced the wishy-washy
ples. The University currently
equally as narrow-rhinded. How
editor of this newspaper, who d1d
offers two courses of particular
not attend the lecture, to condemn
long would a professor last here,
interest to me. History of South · the students who exercised their if s/ he wouldn't let the tiny p.roAfrica is taught by Douglas Wheeler · right to free inquiry.
concra faction speak? Clearly the
and Central American Politics is
Did the Univeristy Adrninistra- university is a long way from being
_ , tion or Student Senate defend our free or democratic. If the right-wing
ta_u ght by Cliff Wirth.
Dr. Wheeler is a wealthy, white, _ right to free speech( Vic~ Presidern is not prevented from political
American man who seems to be
of Student Affairs, Richard Hersh, censorship, the univ.ersity can only
interested mostly in colonialism .
encouraged a student ( they always be hypocritical-not diverse.
He certainly takes this perspective
work through students) i:o write
Rick Kohn
with him t(> class. While I am glad
a Forum article _c ondemning our
he has a forum for his right-wing
discussion, it bother~ me that only
this perspective is offered. How
T~> the Editor:
The staff of the Non-Traditional ' could a man of this status possibly
·Student Center and I would like to understand the plight of anyone
thank you for your recent articles in Southern Africa. I am a white
and editorial describing our pro- man myself, but while I can try to
DAVID C. OLSON . Editor-in-Chief
gram and offering your support as understand racism, sexism or povwe face relocation to an, as yet, erty, I could never understand it
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor
PETER A KATZ, Manag ing Editor
the way a woman or a person of
unknown destination.
ROBERT BOSWORTH. News Editor
MARLA G. SMITH , News Editor
Non-t{aditional students -- those cok)r could. If I taught a course on
JAMES CARRO LL, Features Editor
RICK. KAMP ERSAL. Sports Editor
who are at UNH after a number South Africa, I would invite repreCRAIG PARKER . Photo Editor
STU EVANS . Ph oto Editor
of years out of school -- make up sentatives of the majority political
KRISTEN RUSSELL, Business Manager
nearly I or,.;r of the undergraduate organization, the African National
CARRIE F. KEAT ING. Advertising Manager
student population on campus. Congress, to campus to guest lecThes·e students have a great deal ture. In fact, I did help organize
Chris ·Heisenberg
Advertising Associates Stephanie Norton
lectures last year through my
to offer the University and other
Beth Ineson
JoAnn Schambier
Chr-1s Germain
Jay ,Kumar
students in terms of experience, involvement with People for a Free
Li sa Sinatra . ·
Joseph Nelson
Lizie
Arthur
White
Jennifer
e
Ratcliff
P,aul
perspective, motivation and- corn; South Africa ( PFSA ). UnfortunatePaulina McC . Collins
Photographers
Asst Business Mgr.
· ly, Dr. Wheeler's students did not
mitrnent to edurntional goals.
Moore
Frank
Alexander
Bryan
Karen Pszenny
Laura L. Ploof
Loreen Costello
Circulation Mgr.
It is clear that the UNH commun- seem to be encouraged to attend.
Chris Pollett
·Tr acy Pari--er
Debbie Corcoran
ity is becoining increasingly aware Perhaps more perspectives, at least
Deborah Robinson
Curt Grace
Asst Sports Editor
of and grateful for the presence of on this subject, could be presented.
Ron it Larone
Robin Santo
Pa •J S::ss' <;.
Stephen Skobeleff
Smith
G.
Marla
Readers
Copy
non-traditional students. We apDr. Wirth is also a white, middleV.::,r e;r 3r r,µr11
Katie Wardle
P,eter Tampos1
preciate your efforts to enhance calss, American man. He sh,)Uld
Juli e Weekes
Production Assistant
E 'or rlarr ·,
Da vid Whitney
Joan ne Marino
L sa s .na1 ra
awareness and your sensitivity to recognize his limited ability to teach
I/ar ,::r,rlr; S1r:r:r1
Joel D. Zenie
Staff Reporters
the irnport-a nce of the services we the perspective of ehte Sandinista
Pa u ,r,r; Trr:r,,t;;;, .
Cartoonists
Bryan Alexander
soldier of Salvadoran peasant. Does
offer students,.
John Marsha ll
Beth Cote
Forum Editor
Bry;rn P. 1s;ano,,r
James Siener
Arthur Lizi e
W~ expect to be here at Under- he invite guest' speakers to campys?
Technical Supervisors
Frank Moore
News Brief Editor
wood House through the semester. Well, I must admit that he does.
Noreen Cremin
Li sa Sina tr a
Reporters
Lauri Mainel la
Bryan Alexander
Graphics Managers
After that? We don't know -- but For example, last semester he
Typists
Bourbeau
Joanne
,ancr:
Bella
Debbie
we'l-1 let you know as soon as we invited Frederick Douglas, a middleKaren Brophy
Dayna Bradfield
MarIorie Ot18rsr)n
do, and at that time we'll need your class rep-resentative ' of the US
Lyena Hayes
Kelly Briggette
Graphic Assistants
Christine Head
Steve Ciarametaro
Carrie BounrJs
help in making people aware of our Pentagon. Douglas is a popagandist
Mary Noyer
Carolyn Ea s1r,,ar ,
Cara Connors
for the government, a man who's
new location.
Pauline Tremblay
Elizabeth Cote
Nancy F1tzqc:rs1 'd
Dube
Ric
Tuttle
for
Andrews
Ir~/
Jane
Be1h Han
job is to create images of hate
l
va
Du
Mike
K1nr.h
vid
Da
Progr:arn Coordinator Central Americans in the minds
P·a1r1 c1a L,r,!--f 1r:1,;
Michael Fogert y
Non-Tradjtional Student Center of US citizens. Wirth did not allow

boy banging his head aga inst the
wall, pulling his hair out, shaking
uncontrollably, and obviously suffering from high blood pressure.
Is1 he a drug addict('
"No morn," I answered, "prob- 1
ably just another one of those
uptight Mathematic majors."
So Tim, if you haven't blown any
blood vessels in your brain yet,
maybe you ·sho ul d take a walk
through Harn. Srni-rh and ask somebody if it's correct to use the term
'same exact,' twice in the same
sentence. Try tp have a nice day.
Gregory Fodero

Diversity

Non-Tra-d

The New Hampshire
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University Forum
THE SD SU SWIMSUIT DEBATE
On Feb. 11 ,

By Heathe r Halsev

grou P ot women
assembled to rr)rotest rhe Women of
S an Diego Srace U . calendar beincr sold
b s
t-i
,
y ' reve Bigler and Darin Mingo in
the MUB
. . As one of rhe w<~men
prnresrmg, I am under rhe impression
th,1r rhere are people who do n<·>r
understand why anyone would find the
i
ca lenu~1rs offensive, and wh-y we gathe red rn protesr of rhem. I am spe,t
for myself, bur beli.e ve that as.fi fe1
I am voicing rhe general f(~n
that group.
·
/· ½"'f<
Women ' s bodies ar e \ us e
everyrhing from cars ro s~eret
In using women ' s bod
women learn _to fe el ch art a commodiry , nor so
is a friend, somerhing t<
bur ,tn appliance on disp
is making a huge amoun
teaching women to spr
and pluck and paint ar;1d b
our bodies . There are m
12 year .old g irls who ar ·
grow anymore because
500 calories a day . Wher
this behavior is coming f
Chicks(' The image pre
media of women is a on
image, ir is a body with
no incellecr, and on e pl
Armacrading sings 'Tm
a place" - so do I, and l
in and love my body nor ha
up or used to sell cars.
A srudy by Mary P. K
State U niversicy found tha
women were rape vicrims,
in rw e lve m en had com1
even if rhey did not call
rapisrs. This stud y includeL
means chat if you ctre in a '
people .. . chis means that s
friends ... This means thar
of women in college toda
the victims of rape or acce.ip red r'ape
and almost 90 percent of then1 kenw
their assailants." Women are viewed
-a s primarily sexu:11 objects, women's
bodies are not seen as the property of
their owners, bur as a public commodity.
Gor ir yet~
Whar about che men of UNH GJ.lend,l

By Phil Broder

ar:' lr ,1s inturiati~g to even have to write
t I1is bur it was the most prevalent
·
·
arg u menr
supporting
sexua I exploitar ion of women that I heard at the
· t I1e me d.1a are porrraye d
prorest. Men tn
as strong, powerful, dom · ant - an
·
Image
more conducive to •
ression
tI
viccim1 zation . Men @,re ·ra'relx, rape
.!\it:
h
v1Cr1ms. ii n are s _o,w ? as
~~illing
rarher rh, n ~h
irde t~ h
9~ <
lhe iF
·
is\ t

t love protesters?
n. The serious ones,
acism, war, nuclear
re., have affected our
ry and have made us
who try to be serious
ffecting something,
one with a ood laugh
"ge. Re
e
'"'t crusad
he
lled r
;.,

:"1:

f' '

ale srudencs ar
in my classes are
1rren by a
men - and then those boys inst.
I am upset because I am not i
calendar. ..
Heather H,J/sey

1~,, ,, sophmore

men to c
by wearin
chis summ
you should
companies
Iffu.rtrated
includes ne alcohol prod

vertised in Sports
g suit i.ss ue : Th is
every auto maker,
r, shampoo and cos-~( ~

Hun gry f o r-pe ace .

1

· I have never been nungry . There has ,tlways been
fn:sh food on the table and the ability to ger it if
necessary. Sure, my stomach has growled and I've
groaned, "OH Ma.n , I am starving!" but it wasn'r
true. My stomach has never truly beelil empty for
a rnnrinuous period of rime. I took food for granted
until recently.
As I write, today is my third day on a fast. I have
drunk fruit juices , tea, coffee and other liquids to
keep my screnghr up . In order co function, I have
had m stop my regular exercise program of aerobics
and running. In addition co purring my exercise
aside, _I have stopped everyday acci vi ties such as
walking up five flighrs of stairs to reach my room.
Yesrerday, as I waited for rhe elevator, my head
became extremely light. I leaned against the wall
and hoped thar I wasn't going to faint. Fortunately
the small dizzy spell ended and I quickly returned
to normal. So for, chat has been rhc only signof
my lost strength . The majority of my strength is
mental. It stems from two energetic groups chat
exisr in rhe Universiry·s communiry. They are
CO.CA . and CD.P.
The lasr week of (:ebruary is nationally established
as Central American week. During chis week people
should make an effort ro learn about issues rhey
usually ignore. CO.CA., the Commirrce on Ce ntral
America, is promoting a fast during this wee k. There
are abour fifteen p e ople fasting. This m e ans char

mrnkrng about my stomach and scare teefing with
my heart. Whenever I feel as though I can'r make
it ,tnd have to ear.I chink of the children who have
nor lived as long as l have because they had no food.
The main focus of the fast is for Peace in
Nicaragua . CO.CA. members are educating UNH
srudents .. and civilians on the Nicaraguan war. A
good friend of mine, Henry Stout, visited Central
America over Christmas break learn more about
Nicaragua. He has presented lectures and slide shows
ar rhe Universiry as well as in the surrounding ·
con;munity. le is important rhat peop·te becom~
aw,1re of this horrible and cruel war. Our president,
Ronald Reagan, has lied to us over and over as proven
by rhc Iran-Contra scandal. If we cannot trusr our
le,1ders, we must look to our teachers . The rruth
has been shown to me through hard facts and well
credired essays on rhe topic of the war. I have also
learned by liscer1ing to other peOJ)le's experiences
such as Henry's t \ ip. He especially has cleared out
a lor of rhe jargon I believed co be true. CO.CA .
is working hai·d to make mor e people aware of
Central Americ.1n issues . Ir is nor an easy job and
I admire their srrengch.
Anorher organizatio n which educates is rhe
Coalition for Disarmame nt and Peace. ( am a
member of CD.P .. Although rhe fasr is organized
~y CO.CA. several members of CD.P. are joining
In . Ar our me e ring lasr ni g ht, Louise brought up

duration of ti111 e . Two people, Louise and Thom,
are fasting for the full seven days . Others are doing
one ro three days or however long they hang on.
I am fasring for four days. l starred chinking chat
I would not make it through the first day. As time
and days progress_ed, I realized that I had to stop

we ar e not focused on Ce ntr a l America, we are
srriving for peace. This fa s r for Nicaragua is
connecred to our ulrimate goal. The rwo groups
have given e normous support to all fasrers. Knowing
that I am making a difference has helped me to
continue.

they w i 11 rake in no so Iid food for their chosen

the topic. of ~he fast. She mentioned that although

metics manufacture r, cigarette maker,
and electronics manufacturer in America, Eurdpe, and Japan. When you're
ready co st?P driving c~rs, drinking
beer, sIT?oking ca_ncersc1cks, washing
your hair, watching TV, a_nd calling
people on the phone, I'll be ready to
ta½e yo_ur protest seriously. Until then,
qua bemg hypocritical,
Lec:S no~ overlook the advantages
of sw1msu1~ calendars. Everyday we
t:udge ~ut Into the arctic breezes to
. ..· s!c thr · · · not1 er fun c1:ass . Frankly,
0
•'.i I m _a
.d lfl
_ watching pseudoktri o . _ lk tlg down icy paths
"tween ~en f
snowbanks . I need
so1~~~-rs un~-'
SU calendar helps
~el_1 ev_e
e February tension
~}i1tld1
nd campus. Even
h,! _rd
aphy, such as char
foui:
has its good points.
Belie
, Playboy doe s have
es. At least a dozen
' got their starts on
In _a ddition , these
ing the war against
tration's crackdown
eedoms. Don't put
bikini-clad women
the positiv~ aspects
c?re pornography .
fmd rourself living
menca.
1 aqci-calenda r girl
._
p. Don 't keep ochers
r uh just because their idea
fun is different from yours. Don't
-~ ,,a pair of ' trepreneurs from
akin 1 a
ellin.g something
Most importantly,
h. Instead, spend
ething worthwhile,
t cause to support.

Plwro co~ <:sy of Sports Illustrated.
~-

·_ By Adrianna Tompk ins
At my old school, Miss Hall's School, fasts were
held twice a year. These fasts were not real fasts
however; at least not for me. They were held on
Thursdays, when -the girls h:1d rnwn permission.
I would fast until three and then g<j into town. There, '
I would head to the pizza p:1lace and ·sacisfy my·
hunger with some friends. The money from the
skipped meals would go to a , local 'organizario n,
usuajly the Salvation Army. l felt as though I had
made a difference in someone 's life bur I also felt
a lirrle ashamed at the pizza. Every time the fast
came around, I vowed to nor eat rhe whole day
through . I never made it. P ~rhaps the war in
Nic1ragua has changed my arritudes . I believe ir
has .
Bob Marley once said," A hungry man is an ..lngry
man.· · Now, after fasting for a while, I can understand
his words. I am nor angry because I chos~ to fasc,
bur I can imagine how bitter the rpeople with empry
sromachs are. Food is essential for life. Wichour
ic, one loses his srrength. What is a man with no
srrength? He is a shell. Some,cimes, when I watch
T.Y., a certain commercial comes on . The images
that fLtsh across the screen are frightening . Children
wirh big ey es and sromachs suck on their -fingers
or hold a sibling close. I warn ro ch,1nge the chan[!_el
or close my eyes and cars, bur I don'r. I imagine
being their morher and wondering how long their .
suffering will last before dearh rakes them away.

I imagine the p;1in an,d sorrow that those little

childr~n live in . It makes me yearn to help them.Now, I am .
·
Nexr rime you go co the vending machine co ger
char candy bar you jusr "feel like earing", stop and
think. Sixty cents is a lot of money in some countries .
You too can make a difference.
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PINK FLOYD . ,

THE WALL ·

, JO ors PRESENTS
$1 _oo ·
.

-

MOVIE RENTALS
Sunday thru Wednesday

BEN & JERRY'S
-AND HAAGEN DAZS
•

I

-SATURDA Y FEB. 28th
Showings at 16 & 12 midnight
In the Strafford Room . .
$2 stud~nt ·a dµiission
. compliments IUS

'ICE CREAM
HOT PHETZELS -

JO DI'S

36 Main St.
. Durh~m, NH 03824
868-2021

\

.

HOW TO CiET HELP
TO PAYOFF

~- YOUR GOVERNMENT INSURED
'~ COLLEGE LOAM.
By serving in a nearby Army Reserve unit, you
can get your National D,irect Student Loan or Guar-anteed Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, .
~~~ · paid off at the rate of 15% per year or $500, which,
ever is greater.
Your loan cannot be in arrears. -Thats the only
catch.
You'll serve one weekend a month (usuc;1lly two .
8--hour days) plus two weeks annual training, earning
over $75 per weeken_d. And getting your loan paid off.
To find out about Army Rese~e _training, stop by
.
· _ ._ ·
·~ .
or call:
Dover -: . :7 49-0441 .

335-1653 ·

: . Rochester -

.
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.

.

· ·ARMY RESERVE.
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Two More Celebri ty Series E Vents
By Jim Carroll
Both the North -Carolina
D:111ce Theater and The (;uthrie
Theater ·production of George
Ber rLt rd Sh aw 's Cm did a w i 11
appear in the .Johnson theater
of the Paul Creative Arts center
next week. C,uulida will be
performed at 8 PM on Tuesday
· march .1, and the Nonh Carolina
Dance Theater will appear at
8 PM on Thursday March 'S.
Both performances are sponsored by the UNH Celebrity
Series.
The (;uthrie Theater is a
regional theater company from
MiflJleapolis/St. Paul that has
been in existence since i 96.1.
N<iw on a four month tour of
66 communities coverir_rn .10
states, the touring company has
been undergoing a harrowing
~our of one night stands and
much travelling. Director Howard Dallin from Saskatchewan
Canada has als~) directed Cha.des
Dickens· A ChriJtrnas Cami for
the ( ~uthrie Theater.

The No.rrh Carolina Dance
Theater is a classically trained
dance troupe created by Robert
Lindgren in l '->70. They will
perform ·works by a wide variety
of choreographers and composers·,· including a piece of music
by- the progressive guitarist
Robert Fripp as well as pieces
by compose.rs such as Sergey
Prokofiev and Mario Giuliani.
With 18 cfa.ncers now with the
company, most of these dancers
ha'ving been trained at the
North Carolina Scho(>I of -the
Arcs, the performances should
be varied and exciting.
While tickets are still available for che North Carolina
Dance theater, Candida is already sold out. Other pe rformaoces in the Celebrity Series
this semester will include the
Beaux Ates Trio on Tuesday
April 7 and the New .York City
National Opera production of
Madama Butterfly on Monday
April I.1.

Powersta tion

Members of the North Carolina Dance Theater
Company in mid performance. (King Douglas photo)

Meets Richard Butler
PJJ'chedi!ic 1-'ttrJ
Midnight to Midnight
Coli1111hi,t Recurd.r
By Arthur Lizie
/vlidnight To lvlidnir,ht,. the
f i ft h a I bu m fro q1 Eng I a n d ·s
elusive Psychedelic furs, finds
the band pLeasingly adopting
_ a harsher stance ..both in image
and in music. The band has
a·lways been hard to pin a
stereotype on, except for the
obvious Bowie/Roxy poseurs
. title. Here·, the band takes
matters into their own hands,
frrrging a recognizable path i'n
both music and style.
The band's image has
changed from one of shy, intros~
pective penseurs to one of
street-wise leather toughs. The
music, formerl.y composed of
heady flowing passages, has ..ilso
taken on a rougher, harsher
. edge.

The music continues to incorporate elements of seminal
Bowi~ and Roxy, but now it also
has added an extra dimension:
the guitar. The change can be
compa.red to the difference
between Duran Duran and Pow erstation: DD were clever, if
subtle in their early days, while
Powerstation smacked you right
between the eyes . The:furs have
--punch now.
As can be expected with the
change, ihe emerging star here
. is John Ashton, whose new·
- metal guitar licks perk up some
oft used Furs tunes. Richard
Butler does not .t ake a back seat
to Ashton though, for he has
grown beyond mere Bowie idolization and has comfortably
~ foi:md his own niche in the band.
Richard's brother Tim continues to respectfully pound
awav at the bass, but now he's

PSYCHED ELIC FURS

:::c:

c..:::>
~

=

-=
c.::::,

-:e

=

. ::e:

jlist a little bit furcher ·up in the
mix. Mars Williams, Paul Garisto, and Jon Carin augment
the core trio on horns, drums,
and keyboards respectively.
A good part of the material
here was previewed last s.3'.nmer
when the group hit the road in
response to the popularitY' of
the reproduced, movie theme
version of "Pretty ip Pi-nk." ·
These tunes added a vital extra
dimension to the group's reportoire. Why did we have to wait
so long for these new songs · to
finally be put to vinyl? Some
major groups, R.E.M. to name
one, have had three albums out
in (he time since the Furs last
disc, I984's Mirror Moves. That
is too long to wait for a record.
Delays and image changes
aside, the record has finally
made it to the re.cord stores, and
it is wonderful. Much like past
albums, the music here is a
flowing, swirling pattern of
harmonious sounds. With added
guitar, the songs_now make a
more immediate and lasting
impression.
The best tune is also the first
single, "Heartbreak Beat," not
to be confused with Mirror
Moi·es' "Heartbeat." This is a
tasty, inrense,.d~inceable testim ony to the joy of pain in love
: "Got a heartbreak beat... and
it feels like love."
"One More Word" is the
catchiest song on the disc. This
, high flying tune shou.ld be.·
served front and center a·s the
next single. Ir has enough
novelty to be a major single.
Although. the band's new look
involves a striking image o(
confrasring black and white, rhe ··
lyrics lean towards the dark side. ·
Ori '"Shadow in My Heart"
Richard sadly reflects on the
lamentable fact that there is a
"shadow ilil my heart/where the .
rain never stops/and there's no

Terence Marinan and Mary O'Brady in a scene,
.from the Guthrie 1'heat~r·s production of .
Candida. (Gurhrie Theater photo)

--..:...

conversat_ion/yeah, nobody _ enjoyablemetaledgethatshould
talks." Al.so, on "Angles Don't breathe some life into the
Cry," he grimly embraces the otherwise tired radio pla.ylist
thoughnhar "I try tu remember ct11-rently afflicting cqmmercial
a kiss and I only get sorrow."
radio. •· ·
On the musical front,
Psychadelic Furs now have
"Shock," a memorabie high.Jig.ht both a fe~ , hits un~!e_r t_h eir •belts
from last year's .Grear Woods and their destiny in_their i>wn
·show, is ~tartling wi:rh it's pop . hands. The h ..irder S()Un_d , ..ind,
oriented inetal guitar a. la P<>W - . fo'r tise<l'goals will pay (') ff, as
erstation.
Midnight to Miduight should
The remai'n<ler of the album prove robe the album which
continues with a singularly gains the ban<l the audience for
unremarkable yet ultimately which they long.
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The De af ancJ. th,e Hea ring .M eet
By Jim Carroll .

Fad Gad get,
Fra nk Tov ey,
Sna kes,
Lad derS ,
.a nd The Kin ks

The Fad Gadget Singles
and Snakes and Ladders
Sire Records
By Arthur .Lizie
Frank Tovey was Fad Gadget.
Fad Gadget was a bizarre assemblage of no~dlings and
noises, inostly on the synthesizer. Now Frank Tovey is Frank
Tovey. Frank Tovey is a bizarre
assemblage of ndodlings and
noises, mostly on synthesizer,

but now he actually includes

than people would normally
Children of a Lesser God is think of William Hurt as playa movie that comes very close ing. He is incurably nice. He is
alst> very good at using sign
to being a sappy melodrama
without actually getting there. language, a ·skill that he apparThe screenplay is more th ..1n ent ly already had when shooting
close to the Tony award winning of rhe film began. This is a for
play: both were written by Mark cry from the space.cl our drug
Medoff But th<: film version dealer of The Bip_ Chi/!, or even
takes on an almost archaic the flakey Harvard professor
romantic view of life, complete of rhe easily forgettable Altered
with the long, meaningful, goo- States. Hurt comes up with yet
goo eyed stares, walking along · another aspect to an already
the beautiful coastline of New diverse acting personality.
Bur the best performance of
Brunswick, Canada.
The director, Randa Haines, the film is Maclin. She is highly
makes her big screen debut with expressive and emotional with this film, known mainly for her both her body and her hands.
made for TV movie about incest Originally chosen as one of
Something Ahou1 Amelia. Des- Leeds' other students in a Chipite the slant toward a soap cago stage production of the
oper . 1 view of life and a few story, her performance in rhe
other minor details, Haines has film has quickly proved her to
preseAted a visually exciting be one of the best deaf actresses
.
film_
around. She is able to interpret
sounds in terms of boqy moveThe story concerns a young ment; like the scene in which
teacher at a school for the deaf Hurt asks her what waves souri.J
named James Leeds, played by like at the beach and she exWilliam Hurt, who falls for the plains perfectly with a shudder
brilliant deaf student turned of her body. The scenes in which
janitor Sarah Norman, played she swims in a pool rare at n·i ght
by Marlee Marlin-James is a very clearly show the foneliness of
good reacher, able to gee his deaf her character, perfectly outlinstudents to speak by forming ing the grace with which she
them into a music group called moves and uses her body.
Through this movie, and
the No-Tones and getting them
to dance wildly and say song s·pec-ifically through Sarah's
lyrics to the beat they feel from refusal H> speak, we_understand
the stereo. The conflict that better the loneliness of the deaf.
makes the story interesting is In scenes such as the pool scene
that Sarah is bitter toward the we better understand the abso· hearing world and refuses to try lute silence of the deaf. Through
the realtionship between Sarah
to speak. James, ever the proverbial· white night, sees her as and James we better understand
the relationship between the
being his biggest challenge.
James Leeds is a different role hearing and the deaf.

from a dark introspective technocrat to a pensive, expansive
songwriter.
On tunes such as "Collapsing
New People," which is common
to both LPs," I Discover Love.,"
from singles ... , and "The Cutting
Edge," from Snakes .. . , Tovey
displays a useful working knowledge of the world of enjoyable
pop synth music. Other tunes
end up as wasteful workouts for
a kid with a flew toy, the

·

almighty synthesizer.

If you liked Fad Gadget, you
enjo~able tunes in the noise.
On both Snakes and Ladders, will just as easily like Frank
a new solo album, and The Fad Tovey. If you've heard neither,
Gadget Singles, which is rather The Fad Gadget Sing!esshoul d ·
self explanatory , the l·istener . serve as a rewarding primer to
is able to ·hear a progression this unique brand of noise;
:

l.

•

The Kinks will rock Boston's Wang Center
Saturday n~ght. Look for Arthur Lizie's ·
review of the show in next Tuesday's edition
of The New Hampshire. (MCA Records photo)
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The best way to ,reach
10,000 people is, thrOugh,
the classifieds ·
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AMOUNT ENCLOSED:
Advertiser's Name:
. Address:
: Phone:

. RATES: -$1.00 for , 20 words per insertion
Each additional run: .$1.00
All ads ,.MUST be prepaid
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-------CONDO MS-----(continued frqm page 3)

'

Come to the NEW

FISH SHANTY
Eat for Health
·• A New Healthier Menu
Broiled, Poached, Charbroil

• Daily Chef ,·s Special
• Waitress Service and y·our
favorite Lunch & Dinner Cocktails .
' Now serving until 9:00 pm, Sundays 11:00-7:00

-471 Central Ave., Dover, N .H.
. Take Out Still Available

·

749~4348

. ctirec ro r ot s tu de,n t set iv i ties,
who is in charg(..' of the produc'cs
sold a.t Cat's Closet.
"One must' remember that
th is is a state univ er s i t'y in a
conservative state. It is. not just
my decision. If it were up ti) me,
I would sell them,"Harley said.
A deeper consideration now
. faces .Jeff Ono re, di r'ector of
.srug_ent activiries and the MUN
.
Boar·d of Governors.
"Ev_e n if they approv ; the
policy, the Board of Trustees
undd always veto their decison,"
Harley said.
If the issue is appnived, Leavy

expects no real problem with
s e 11 i 11 g n> n do rn s in the Cat's
Closet.
"My srudenrs feel th~r rhey
·won't haye p·roblems handling
't hem. Only one our of ten has
expres·sed concerns of aparenr
reaction," Leavy said.
, Discretion will be used, so
that they will only be available
for the adult community. "They
won't be sold to children," Leavy
.
said. ..
If St>ld they . will be on public
display. "I will have ro worry
about srudenrs just walking
away with them," Leavy said.

SALVADOR-----------

.· THE SISTERS OF

invite you to an

OPEN
HOUSE

<continued from page 3)
outdoor classrooms, half build- ment and students is grow-ing ·said.
·
once again.
Markey ,dso criticized rhe US
ings and tents.
"In a country where you've government's rok in E l SalvaThe student delegation that
dor, which recently supplied
Markey was a part t>f is now got a civil war going on, you
$500 1ni)!inn in n,ilirarv :1id tn
tryi11g to raise money in thtt never kn(>W what's going to
t Ill: · S-a Iv ado r a n gov e r n men t
United States and elswhere in happen. They're scared," Marforct:s .
suppoi-r of the , crippl~d univer- key said. ·
.. Everything is so faction,tl.
.
sity of El Saly t1dor.
The students want ro learn
ized, the key in solving rhe
"International support is the so that they can approach their
basis for their survival," Markey country's problems in a rational proble111 is ending military a.id
·w~1y, in <>rder to solve them once and let'ring things rake their
said.
course," Markey sl1iJ.
But even monetary and mora-1 ~nLi for, all, Markt:y said.
' 'They have a chance to li ve
"They say, 'yes, we're universupport will nor be enough to
in Reace. We need to be working
end the university's problems . sity students, but we're Salvadorans too . Our country's prob- . for the Salvadoran ·people .ls
·.
for good.
much as , they arc"
Tens~on between the µJ>vern ·- lems are our prob lems,"·· Markey
1

ON

SUNDAY, MARCH 1st
7 p.m.-9 p.m. · -

Sht: believes that they would
Steal them as a joke, not from
tht; embarrassment of .buying
.
them.·
Although there has been no
request for condoms in the pas't,
Leavy believes th.at rhe commu.nity will want them because
of the AIDS epidemic.
"If a doctor approaches me,
he must need my help td save
live~," Leavy sai.d.
Ir .1ppears rhat the co.m mittee
in charge supports the idae, but
no definite dec.;ision has been
made. Ir will be sometime in the
near future.

.

ri t~. news for THE NEW HAMPSHIJE and hOVe your
.
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name in print

·
,

.

-
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POSITION AVAILABLE.
as .·

SCHEDU.LING
COO.R DINATOR
·.

·

· · ...

, for

··FRESH.M AN .ORIENTATION '87

University Got You p9wn?
Qo you have :_. problems, questi9_n s,
concerns, ideas· about ...
• Residential:Life
• o ·i ning Services
/
• Health Services
.
•Parking
• Where our Stude.nt Activity Fee goes
·
and what ·i t do~s for you in _return
•Others
Our ~ars are open ,
......

· s·t udent,Senate
·G ripe Line
862-1494

PART-TIME in -M·AY
.FULL-TIME in -JU-NE

in

Ju~e
Terms: $4.25/hour + Free Roorr,i
·
Free Meal Pass in June .·
.
OR (Your Choice)..
..,../$4.75/hour + Free Meal Pass in June -

+

.. APPLICATIONS AVAfLABLE
. \

.

in-the
Dean of Students Office

2nd floor Huddleston. Hall
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 4

·.
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-CHEMISTRY(conrinued from page 3)
the negative implications of Dr.
· Pila r's letter upon the chemistry
department will nor be far
re;1ching. I hope that I am not
alone in this concern."
However, Pilar said that his
lerrer was in no way intended
as an attack.
"I went to Professor Weber,"
said Pilar, "and sho~ed him rhe
letter and asked if he thought
it would be interpreted in any
negative personal sense. ·We
didn't think so."
"The letter was meant to be
completely divorced from rhe
chc:misrry department," said
Pilar.
. Pilar felt the Coalition for
Reliable Energy (CRE) · was
more .the subject o_f his arrack.
"They (CRE) weren't morally
concerned about being inrellec. tually intimidating," Pilar said.
Weber also came to Pilar
before he did rhe original commercial. Pilar told Weber he
didn't agree with him doing the
ad, bur he had no right ro stop
him.
Pilar did, however, warn
Weber rhar he should be careful
nor to act as a· spokesman for
the U niversiry .
As colleagues in rhe chemistry
department, Pilar describes he
and Weber as ·"best of friends."
Pilar described \Weber as
being very dedicated and
scientious about his research
and his teaching. Aside from
being a colleague, Pilar also
knows Weber p~rsonally.
''He's one of those persons
who .is a perfecrionis·r," said
P ii a r. .. He's a I w a ys try i n g to
perfect just abo ut all aspects of
his lib"
Weber also wanted to . ma'ke
it clear rhar he had never
received money from the Coa- ·
lirion for Reliable Energy, he
~id ir only ro express his opin-

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

l'M 001NG ro &tT
our MERe ttJ THE

FREE~ING cou:>.·.,

\•

.SHOE

by Jeff MacNel/y
IN FACT, WE JUGTNEED
ONE. INGJ<E.DIENT TO t;E

A WINN\t.-i& fE:AM.

con-

,, TID€ pool- ,,

ion.
Webe·r agrees with chairman
Pilar that the controversy has
no.r been a problem in the
department.
Weber said rhere is a v.ecy
friendly atmosphere wir-hin the
department, pointing to the
faculty/ graduate student Christmas parry and the spring softball game.
'Tve never been anywhere
where rhe faculty gets along so ·
w€l1 with each other and rhe
graduate .students and the undergrad ua re students-,", said·
- Weber.
•"We just have a difference
of, opinion," said Pilar.

BLOOM ·couNTY

by Berke_Breathed
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~FULLER--. (continued from page 3)
int p res s e d w i r h the grad u· a t e
degree pr:.pgtams h.ere . and the level of "facufry- and profesiional
expertise."
According to Dean Z/f~bb eral ''
. Arts Stuart Palmer, Ftdlet "-was
very student-oriented and had
fine academie.va.lues."
· 0
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MOLTDOWN SALE
· POWERFUL SAVINGS
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Room for rent in nice duplex. Large kitchen
and bath storage-Parking-Karivan Route .
Newmarket $200 month. 868- 73·10 leave

~rn~~s~9~
Looking for Roommate: at 34 Young Drive
DESPERATELYIII Huge single, fully carpeted. Great place to live . for more into .
Call Christine R. at 617-326-6347 after ·
5:00 p.m. or just stop by at Young Driv e
and take a look.

HE!-P WANTED
BookKeeper / Rece ptioni st part timeKnowledge of offi~e procedures a inust.
Daily record keeping of account receiv ables . Good telephone skills essentia.1
Ho'u rs to include one evening per week.
Fridays and possibly Saturday a.m. Some
fle xibility in schedule. Starting pay $5 per
hour . Deadline '3/ 11 ' . Submit resume
and/or cover letter with employment
exp.e rience to: Executive Assistant: Straf ford County Prenatal and Family Planning:
PO Box 791: Dover. N.H. 03820
Pers,orial Care Attendant needed for
disabled person. Pay $5 hour. 24 1/2 hours
a week. Qualifications: personal care. food
preparation and housecleaning at Bagdad
Wood Apartments accessible to Uf:JH
students. Call Greg at 772 -3803 after 7

.e:rn

T~a~ks

Earn $480 weekly - $60 per hundred envelopes stuffed . Guaranteed·. Homeoworkers needed for company project
stuffing envelopes to JBK Mailcompany :
PO Box 25 •87: Castaic. California , 9131 O
Couple needs woman to care for infan t'
in our house 20-30 hours / we~k -;tart i,{g
April. Hours/salary n~gotiable. Call 6642879
Office workers Needed : College Work
Study position available at thf! Social
Security Office in Portsmouth . N.H. Pays
!_6 per hour.
Great summer jobsl Al popular boys
summer camp ·on Lak e Winnipesaukee
Write Camp DeWitt. Box 21 06. Wolfeboro.
N.H. 03894 569-.2681
Looking ior an opportunity to. apply your
business skills and organizational abili ty ..... doing part-time work in May an-d fulltime in June? Apply for the Sched~ ling
Coordinator position . Dean of Students
2_ffice. Hud?leston.Hall by March 4.
Summer help. Ogunquit Maine Hotel needs
chamber maids and assistant manger .
Salary. tips and room. Include dates
available and experience . Write Box 555
York Harbor ..Maine 03911 or call 207 -363 6566
·seniors/Grad students: . Manage on campus Marketing programs ,fGr Fortune
500 Companies. Excellent Business· opportunity. Call Campus Dimensions. Gene
or Michelle. 1-800-592 -2 121
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Summ er Opportun1ty -F1ne residential camp
for girls 1n Ve rmont seek ing wo men co un selor / 1fls tructor s. Mid-June through Mid August Gymnastiics. tennis. ·sa ii1ng : riding.
canoeing. waterfront. d rama . ce rami cs.
arts & crafts . field spo rt s. tripping in structor s.
Non -smoke rs. good c haract e r and lov e
of children. Call Lo c heam Camp. (802) 333-4211
.

4 Pi ece drum set with some new heads.
1 cymbal : all stand s and peda l. All in good
cond1~on $250 or best otter. Call 742 -56 47
lea ve phone number. nam e and best time
to ca ll.
197 1 Chevy lmpala -350 Engine. runs great
convertibl e. snow tire s. new -paint and
exhaust. $750. Ed 862 -4314 or Ruth 3;742345
1 Sol1ta1re D,ia mond Ring asking $250.
Pap e rs showing va·1u e ava i'lable Call
Rachel 862-1372 before 4 pm. or 868 6634
till 10 p.m
Cannondale SR400 Racing Bike. 53 cm
or 21 . blue . excellent condition. 6 month s
~Id. computer.pump. $400~-7162 .
Electric Guitar tor sale - ,-Ibanez Musician.·
in 1::xcell e nt con·dition. fir e red with gold
hardware. looks and souncis great. $250 .
call 868-9637 Mike L.
El ec tric Guitar tor Sal e- Black Mempri1 s
Le s Paul Copy Must sell $95. Good
condition . Volume and tone cofltrols . 3
pickup combination switch. Call 868-9830
· or 862-1323
Bartending Course -Spring Break. Special
on e- week course. Fm details call Master
Bart e ri°der school. 84 Main . Newmarket .
N.H. Tel. 659-3718

For Sale 1985 Ford tsc ort L. 5 speed . Air
AM -FM stereo. Asking $4 100. Call Adrienne
65 9 -Sl 39
LOST & FOUND
Foundl Someone 's keys in Front of LORD
Hall . Around 9 p.m. Sat. Night. If you can
id entify the chain the y· re yo urs Call Les
at 4428
_ Lost-to the person who borrowed my wool
coat with th e red lining from Delta Ch'i' on
Thru s .. Feb 19 I'd appreciate it it yo u 'd
return the keys (o n the Bijou x keychain)
to Delta Chi. contact Eliza beth at 868-3041
or mail to Philbrook Box 3903
Lost Blueish / Purpl e woman 's ski jacket.
Important Donald Duck Key Chain in
po c ket. Lost at Pike 2/14 /87. Any information call 868-1897. R~WARD
SERVICES
Carpentry, painting, home improvement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
Guitar Instruction-Study with a G.l.T. Grad
Technique. improvisional concepts, harmony & theory, ear training. All levels. Call
NOW 659- 7442
Trucking-College senior with a truck can
do Moving & hauling and Rubbish removal.
5 yr . experience. ref. available. Call Mal
M. 868-6190 or 868-6144
TRAVEL
Planning a road trip to MONTREAL? I h_
a ve
lu.x urious accomodations downtownFREE- in exchange tor a ride up. Any
weekend. For more information. call Jane
at 868-2511
Roundtrip ticket to San Diego tor Spring
Break. Call Kathy B . !Gr more info . 8683207. Great-Deal!I

~arolyn. 86~~61€36 f3-1!Jp:~-

19 79 Chrysl e r LeBaron . black with all
leatb e r interior'. P.S .. P.B .. nw transm .. 2
door. air cond .. must sell now $2.100 or
best ofter 868-6158 Dave
. Dot Personal Computer ($300 or best otter)
Includ es MSDOS ver. 1.25. Volkswriter.
MASM. Dot-IBM Transfer program. ·and
oth e r software. Parallel printer port. all
- documentation. techinical reference manual. original box. (30) 3.5" diskettes. Many
other programs available through Dot CJsers
group .· Call 778 - 9522 in Ex eter . leav e
. ~essa9e. anytIrne
O-bert needs a good homel Full size video
arc ade game can provide amusement at
your .next party . Ga[De can .be set on tree
play a.r you can collect $$ toward your next
KegI $299. Call tor more details. 868·- 7327
eves.

By GARY LARSON

MANDATORY ,:B-AHAMA'S BLASl
MEETING -Wed. Marc h 4 . 1n th e ·Hillsboro
Room of the MUB. EVl RY ONE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST ATTEND!

-

-

~-.. -

..

HALL HOUSE NEEDS YOU. DO YOU LIKE
CAMPING . HIKING. BIKING. CREW OR
WHATEVER???? COME CHECK US OUTIII
WE HAVE A GREAT ATMOSPHERE .AND
U)VELY PEOPLE WHO MAKE A CON SCIOUS_ EFFORT TO PROVIDE THAT
GREAT ATMOSPHERE. WE_WANT PEOPLE TO MOVE IN WHO FEEL THEY
WOULD HELP US AND OUR THEME ..
COME CHECK US OUT OR CALL 862 4426 or 4427 AND ANYONE WILL BE
WILLING TO GIVE YOU INFO
ALF-You 'd best get well before you infect
. your whole floor and .they end up kicking
you out. It would be nci great loss though
because everyone knows they all hate you
~nyways ~LMT
'
Dave & Charlie from the · blue house "maybe you now ought to think about locking
your back doorl Thanks tor helping last
Thurs . nit e-s uch gentlemen 1 IOU:an
orange. an apblogy. a BIG thank-you and
a returned favor anytime! Sincerely. "The
~ande rinq ?tra~_Q_er·:.
Sushi-You leap year babyl You're only 4
year s oldl Happy 19th birthday on the 29thl
!:_ove ya. ~oo .
Sarah ·n Beth -Your loss. Love Mark ·n Nate

When a body meets a body
comin' through the rye .

MAND A TORY B A H AMAS BL AS T
MEETIN G -Wed. Ma ren 4. 1n th e Hillsboro
Room of th e MUB . EVERYONE GOING ON
TH E TRIP MUST ATTEND! -

I

-

·

HALL HOUSE NEED S YOU. DO YO U LIKE
CAM PIN G . HIKIN G. BIKING . CREW OR
WH ATEVER???? COME CHECK US OUTIII
WE HAV E A GREAT AT MOSPHERE AND
LO VELY PEOPLE WHO MAKE .A CONSC IOUS. EFFORT T O PROVIDE THAT
GRE AT ATM OSPHERE WE. WANT PEO PLE . TO MOVE ,IN WHO FEEL THEY
WOUL!~)\~Et.:°P. US AND OUR THEME
COM E C HECK us OUT GR CALL 862-.-.
44 26 o r 4427 AND ANYONE WILL - 8~
WILLING TO .GIVE YOU INFO .
Harr y( ·TH I I figur ed that your own car
at la st warranted yo ur own personal!
Congrat s and keep me p_osted about that
" possibl e" home meet since you 're going
to have such a great season. I'd like to be
able to say .. , was there when ..... Take care.
Cheryl
DNP-Happy ~ineieenth -nun I hop you hav~
an awesome b-day' I was going to send
you to Ea st Orange ·tor your b -day. but I
CO'Uldn 't get reservatwn s any.where Don·t
worry you're going to get an even better
~urpris~I Love Shanley (YT~_.
MANDATORY BAHAMA ' S BLAST
MEETING-Wed. 'Maren 4. ·in the Hillsboro
Room of the MUB. EVERYONE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST ATTENDI
Saf e- Rid es is a tr ee and confidential
service tor UNH stude nts that are intox icated and should not be driving. Thursdays
thwugh s·aturdays. 1O p.m .- 2 a.m . CALL
862-14.14
Jim and Jay : Next time .dinner and drink s
~re on us. Besides we owe you onel
MANDATORY BAHAMA'S BLAST
MEETING-Wed. March 4. 1n the Hillsboro
Room of the MUB. EVERYONE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST ATTEND!

For $ale-1 98.2 Chevy Celebrity Gr e at
condition. $3_5 00.00 or best offer. Call
Aud1 5000 S Diesel. Manual Transmission.
5 yrs old . 70.000 miles. (o p condition : 4
door sedan. all the fixings. $3.750 call 673 1096

Fletcl1 Happy Birthd ay Babel l-'1nally-made
it to 2 1-Get psyc hed 1You re th e greatesti
_l:_ot s of hug s. Heather (305_J - ·

~1987 PULLO ENTERPRISES

Osmar. Sorry I forgot you . You look lik e
McBob
-,
Christy - Lou . Surprised? I felt bad . you··re
reading them all of the time so I finally
decided to write y·ou one. Get psyc hed for -Bermuda11 We will have an awesom,e time .
Let' s also not forget our goals this
sem es ter - MP. SC and whoever e lsei
Thanks tor being a great frientL U.ive ya
Poo -Who
Delta Chi. Your valentines Pay Party ma.de
Winter Carnival what it ought to be .... a blasti
Love Heather PS Whoo -Whqo MANDATORY BAHAMA ' S BLAST
MEETING-Wed. March 4. in the Hillsboro
Room of the MUB. EVERYONE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST ATTEND!
,
Sach-a pe rso nal! Pleas e watch yo ur
roommate tor me this weekend. See that

~

~~ha\~sl r1a, v.e a goo~_onel : The ?heik

JBC -Thanks tor e-11erything Sunday night
picking me up from Logan . dinner. wine
and the conversation. I'm glad we can talk
about most anything. But. .. remember
~uri()Sity killed the catl Love ya: ABC
JBC - once again I'm on the roadl The letter
for this weekend is B- you know whyl Take
car e. ha 1,e tun and BEHAVEI I miss you
~ready Love. ABC

Son ya Babe-I know tni s week was tough
but we made 1t ( A littl e brui sed) Hal It was
.fun .t hough. Partyll Oh yeah. co ngratulation s
on yo ur engagement to Ian. Love Fudgey
~S .two .wee~s left. keep s~~g1
MANDATORY BAH A M/\, 'S BLAST
MEETING -Wed. Maren 4. 1n !,he Hillsboro
. Roo rn of the MUB. EVERYO NE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST ATTEND! .
Hi John 1 How ya doing •1ittle boy-r Li sten.
When are you go ing to teac n me ho w to
play racq uetball? I'll teach you th e "proper"
way 10 para ll el park . I Between two cars I l
Hall How abo ut. lunch ? Hope you·re doing
well . PS I ha ve a bruis e wi th yo ur
roommate's name on it. I guess I deserve
(I kno w I do) Love. Can1

!!:

Th eta · Ch1 Little sisters open beach part y
RUSHII Monday. March 2 from 8 to 1O.p.m.
~7 Madbury Ro~d Dress t ~e party11
Biting yo ur nails about fin ding an a·partment
for nex t tail? Come by the Commu •
tei1Transfer Center Room 136 MUB.
MANDATORY BAHAMA ' S BLASl
MEETING-Wed . March 4. !ll the Hillsboro
Roorn of the MUB. EVERYONE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST ATTEND 1
When at a party. und erstand that 11 1s better
in the long run to assist a fri end who is drunk
and I or high . It could be that ass1.stancf:
which helps to avoid what co uia beco me
a "bad scene:·
Men are taught. covertl y. to take what they
want. r-egardless of the infringement on
oth ers . Most women are taught. to accept
thi s behavior.
Mar c - It you were such a great guy. you
would have sent ME i3 persona) first. Love
y_a anyway-U~a
Still no plans tor Spring Break but want
to sun you r·buns'? Then call Melissa or Sam
and ask about·· our'Tew ·pric e packages ·10
Daytona B.each or Panama City Beach .
FL. Will take people up to last minute. Call
nowi 7 49-6195 or 868 ~ 10411
Pe t.r) 2nd Floor Chri stuns e n:·How about
th a t movie? Hope yo u get th e bidl -Your
~an c 1ng partn~r .
M.ANDATORY BAHAMAS BLAST
MEETING-Wed . March 4. 1n the Hillsboro
Room of th.e MUB. EVERYONE GOING ON
THE TRIP MUST i iTTENDI .
·- -,'
Happy Birthday Matti You're not mommy's
littl e boy anymor e! You re mine11 (In fiv e
~ .?n)hs that isH) I love you~ren
Tool s- Nee.d mor e rug cleaner? I know 1t
was th e worstl 1.·m so rry What e lse can
!_say7 B•ig ·-vP.C. Here·s a ,spec,1al personal fUSt for you
Th ese past two weeks hav e been aw e som e1 It Iust goes .to show t[iat ragging on
you at rhe weddin~ raid reallY, p·a;id oft. PS
~1ke
it s r~ally cuteiF _

iL

!.:_0 s1t;k 0tMU?()?ers9~a~
··1·m ·s10~ of personal$ that w_a nt to be put •
in s'1x 10 ten. tim,esl '
·-

··

MANDATORY BAHAMA'S . BLAST
MEETING -Wed. March 4. in the Hillsboro
Room of the MUB. EVERYONE GOING O_N
THE TRIP MUST ATTEND!
DAVID O was seen lea v ing the MUB at
7:10 a.m. (VE'RY EARL Y ) he carried no
books /suspiciously absent) and was heard
to mutter ... ,•ve got to break 1n these new
~dor -e aters ·: .strange m_
a n_ ·

PIN.K FLOYD THE WALL . Tomorrow · Carpentry. painting. ho rQ e improvement.
(Saturday) ·N IGHT . Showings at 10 & 12
Top quality work at a low price. Free
~id night D?lby Stereo Do~iss it III
. es_timates. _Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings

,
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CLASSIFIED
SUNDAY NIGHT : In the Strafford Rm .
COOL -AID . the peer counseling / ,crisis
AGATHA CHRISTIE'S "AND THEN THERE
intervention hotline service is open from
WERE NONE ." 7 & 9:30 . Don 't miss this
6 p.m. to midnight every night. If you have
anything you need to talk about. give us · mystery _movie: ____ ..... ___ _____ ________ ···If you are forced to have sex, are sexually
~call. VV~:11 listen . we care. 862-2293 ______ _
assaulted. or raped and would like to talk
REGGAE IN THE PUB!!' 3 bands live'!!
to a woman who has been trained to help
SATURDAY . MARCH 28th. TICKETS ON
in these situations. call 862 - 1212 day or
SALE MONDAY/I-- (don 't miss the only
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN~ggae show_of ~~year.)
__ -·-· ____ _
SELOR.
PINK FLOYD : THE WALL. Tomorrow
Spring Break Jamaica-Project Manager
· (Satu rday) NIGHT. Showings at 1O & 12
midnight. Dolby Ste~~o. Don't miss it!)! ___ _ needed. FREE vacation plus $$$. 1-80'0 237-2061
SUNDAY NIGHT: In the Strafford Rm .
Learn
Bartending-Spring Break. Special
AGATHA CHRISTIE'S "ANO THEN THERE
one-week course . For details call Master
WERE NONE. " 7 & 9:30. Don't miss this
Bartender School, 84 Main , Newmarket,
mystery _movi~. __ ____ ..... _ _ ______________ _
N.H. Tel. 659-3718
NICHE OPENSTAGE . Tomorrow night 8Get a clue!!. Come on by the NICHE
12. If you want to perform call Debbie 868tomorrow night . OPEN MIKE NIGHT. 87527_or drop_by ~~:_00. ·- --···-----12 p.m. Devine 7L. Check it out'! ·
An academy award winning documentary
REGGAE
IN THE PUB!!! 3 bands live!!!
film "Broken Rainbow." will be shown along
SATURDAY, MARCH 28th. TICKETS ON ·
with a Mohawk Indian discussion leader.
SALE MONDAY!' (don't miss t he only
Bob Gustafson. Veiws on the Arizona Big
Reggae show of the year.)
Mountain Land dispute will be shown
through the movie and speaker. March 8th,
Sun; 2-4:30 p.m. Strafford Room MUB.
FREE ADMISSION

PINK FLOYD: THE WALL. Tomorrow
(Saturday) NIGHT. Showings at 1O & 12
midnight. Dolby Stereo. Don't miss it!!!

REGGAE IN THE PUB!! ! 3 bands live'!!
SATURDAY, MARCH 28th. TICKETS ON
SALE MONDAY!! (don't miss the onl y
Reggae show of the year.)
P,INK FLOYD : THE WALL . Tomorrow
(Saturday) NIGHT. Showings at 10 & 12
midnight. Dolby Stereo. Don't miss it!!!
SUNDAY NIGHT : In the Strafford Rm .
AGATHA CHRISTIE'S "AND THEN THERE .
WERE;: NONE. " 7 & 9:30 . Don't miss this
mystery movie.
Support Groups for Women Who Have
Been Abused (assualt. sexual assault. date
.rape, incest, battering, attempted rape ,
stranger rape) , Tuesdays all semester,
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseling and Testing,
Schofield House, for more information call
3698 and ask for Dani.
Gay Men -Gay researcher seeks volunteers
for a study of the personality characteristics
of gay men. Confidentiality assured. Contact: Paul C.; Counseling and Testing
Center; Schofield House; Univ . of New
Hampshire; Durham, N.H. 03824; 862 -2090
FREE ADMISSION, a Mohawk Indian
enriches your knowledge on the land
dispute in Arizona . Also, "Broken Rain bow·:
an academy award winning documentary
film will enligh ten you wi t h the Indian's
culture . March 8th , Sun . 2-4 :30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB

Financial Aid : Sources located for Fresh - . SUNDAY NIGHT : In the Strafford Rm .
men/ Sophomores by computer . Rea so- . AGATHA CHRISTIE'S "AND THEN THERE
nable rates. Money back guarantee. AcaWERE NONE ." 7 .& 9:30. Don't miss this
· demic Fundsearch, PO Box. Plymouth, N.H. · mystery movie.
03264
- - - -- - - , -- - -- - - Keith-I love you and I'll miss you while you
Don't miss hearing a Mohawk Indian, Bob
- work this weekend . But we'll celebrate our
Overseas Job!,, Summer. yr. round. Europe. Gustafson speak on
land dispute in
year anniversary when you return. I can't
S. America. Australia. Asia. All fields. $900Arizona. Also, the Academy Award Winnin9-,
believe that i(s been a year. But a great
2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, documentary film will be shown highlighting .
year it 's been with many more ahead of
PO Box 52-NH 1. Coronoa del Mar. CA
the Indian culture and views on the land
us. I love you . HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!!!!!
92625
dispute . March 8th , Sun. 2 -4:30 p.m .
I LOVE YOU . LOVE NO2
Strafford Rm. MUB, FREE ADMISSION
REGGAE IN THE PUB!I! 3 bands live!!!
ALPHA PHI DELJA1tClass: We love you!
SATURDAY. MARCH 28th. TICKETS ON
Summer in Europe $239. Lowest Scheduled
Get psyched for Bids Niaht
······ ·····---- --... - ._--SALE MONDAY!! (don 't miss the only
Fares to all of Europe from Boston . Call
KEVIN .O'L: Have an ~w~some ii~~ -~ -;
Reggae show of the year.)·
1-800-325-2222
Chameleons concert. Last time I said that
HEY MISSIE:You GOT A FROG, YUP, YUP . Pregnant? Need help? Free pregnancy
t~ey broke up. Tell them J..s.aid " Hi!" We'll
SEE YOU TONIGHT AT LAMBDA. SC,RAPE testing and informi;ltion on abortion and
miss you in our regular weekend activities.
ME OFF T_HE FLOOR. LOVE ALWAYS. alternatives. Call 749-4441
'Love. MGS.
MICHAEL
Larry and Fletch.
Dear Michele C.,
Trishia, get psyched for ton1ght. I hope you
· Had a blast at the tubs . especially the tag
We all went out and bought skateboards.
make it to midnight. Larry.
team wrestli"ng!!! Love ya , Andrea and
Is that the ticket to ride through the redwood
Stashia.
Hey Kath '/d'0 es UNH look the same? It's
forest?
great to have you around, I know we'll have
Roses are red , violets are blue; Silence
Love, Nate.
an interesting weekend . Love, Malscum .
is bliss, especially with you!
PS. See you for good on_March 27.

a

Ms.NO2 - I've got the EBS sweatshop blues! - Have ·you- ~ver tried to talk to a friend but
Need the money, so I've gotta go! Sorry . the conversation always turned to their
about missing the anniversary, but the
problems instead? Call COOL-AID-;:._,e'II
boss's calling, we'll just be a week off the
listen. 862-2293.·
schedule . I'll figure out something even
Charlie K. I've seen you on-your scooter.
better than the plan ... PS. I love you! K.
I am your biggest rooter. I like to consider
NICHE OPENSTAGE. Tomorrow night 8us friends . In the library w""e ·re like book
12._lf you want to perform call Debbie 868ends. P.S. You burst my bubble.
7527 or drop by at 8:00.
YEAH CREW! Attention last year's Fre·shCould we have the pleasure of your
man camp counselors . This year's theme
company on this night (or any night) at our
will be read on March 4 at 9:00 p.m. in the
Sadie Hawkins party as this could be the
Forum Room . You are all invited, and we'd
catalyst for a future relationship.
love to see you! -The 1"987 Counselors.
REGGAE IN THE PUB!!! 3 banas live!!!
SATURDAY, MARCH 28th. TICKETS ON
SALE MONDAY!! (don't miss the only
Reggae show of the year.)
PINK FLOYD : THE WALL. Tomorrow
(Saturday) NIGHT. Showings at 1O & 1
midnight. Dolby Stereo. Don't miss it!!!

i

SUNDAY NIGHT : In the Strafford Rm.
AGATHA CHRISTIE'S " AND THEN THERE
WERE NONE." 7 & 9:30 . Don't miss'·this
mystery movie.
HEt P! I'm running out of graphics glu to
sniff! C, J, and N-remember -we._are the
bad people. Hee hee. "Request permission
to land."
Michael: Strike three you 're out! You're
going to develop a complex from so much
rejection, so I suggest you have that hair
lip taken care of as well as your club foot.
How about Nov. 18, 1997?
Craig at TASk: NO PROGRAM!!!
ALPHA PHI DELTA Class: We love you·!
Get psyched for Bids Night
To the Sig Ep brother in C3 : When 's the
next cribbage game? I'll triumph in the .end.
On Feb. 20 and 24. our tearless Business
Manger was seen wearing sweats again .
Does this suggest she has no time for
proper .coordination of her wardrobe or
just a never ending obsession f-o r compulsive_sex?? __ _______ . __ _ _____ ____ ____ _
To the cute strawberry blo"nde in Alpha
Chi-looking forward to seeing you Friday
night. Your fan club. Rich and Steve . .

in

Ever had a splinter your butt? I'm doing
a thesis on butt splinters and I need your
input. Confidentiality guaranteed.

FLORIDA FOR $5- Want to get back to sun
and h,m after Spring Break? You're invited
to our Suitcase Party March 26! Just
purchase the five dollar entrance ticket
from any R.A. in'the Mini-Dorms and put
yoursel f in the running for a weekend in
Tampa, Florida. Flight. housing, and $100
spending money will be taken care of, all
you have to d_o is soak up- the warmth! The
winner gets a pair of tickets , invite whomever you please! Buy your tickets now!
Hi Kevin! Get psyched for San Diego! It' s
really going to happen. Thank you so.much!
It's almost as great as the Genesis Concert!
Love-Lyena
Patrick-our convo . at Delta Chi was quite
interesting -you are different, that's for sure.
ls -dinner still on?
Have you ever drove or been driven to .a
party or bar and been too intoxicated to
drive home. i"f yes. next time call S~ FERIDES at 862-141 4. We operate Thursdays .
through Saturdays between i O p.m. and ·
2a.m.
Ensign Searles. Oongratulations, you 're
finally an adult (well. at least physically) .
Sandy and Matt
MANDATORY BAHAMA'S BLAST
MEETING-Wed. March 4. in the Hillsboro
Room of the MUB. EVERYONE GOING ON !~~~ TR.IP MUST ATTEND!
.
We're Dave and Duke fro_m Congreve and
we want to party with YOU . We're crazy
college kids in search of fo xes and fun-.
Come to ou r Miami Vice bash on Friday
and our Bon Jovi blowout on Sat. If Mom
and Dad knew about this, we'dbe grounded.

Sell your car
•

1n

The New Hampshire
classifieds!
Submi t ads 'to
The New Hamps hire
buSiness office, Rm.10 8, MUB,
Monday through Friday, 10-3.
($1 p~r 20 words) .
--~-·-················•--.r-•...-...............,,.........•.•-·-·-·-·······---·-······--·················----.r-•-·-···------.•····-·-·-····~-
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The New Hampshire
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Birthday,
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L ove,
. B.ink'liey
I and Bill the Cat
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~-------------~
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Whatever the occasion·,
you can surprise a friend
, with ·a picture personal
in The New Hampshire ·
for only $10.00

· Stop by room 108
in the MUB
Mon.-F.ri. 10-3

TODAY!

A .private
interview

-

lakes and beaches, as -well as
_ the White Mountains, provide an
ideal environment for a variety of ·
recreational activities. All in a
state that's sales and income tax
free. Currently PSNH is offering
excellent ·opportunities in the
following areas: ·
Com.puter Science
Business Administration .
Math ..

Wednesday, March
4,1987

,..
i

Public Service of New Hampshire, the state's largest electric
utility; is ready to meet with you. _
Personally.
As the company that supplies
power to nearly three quarters of
New Hampshire's population,
we have made a commitment to
pmvide safe, reliable electric service at the lowest cost to our.
clients.
PSNH is headquartered .in Man. chester, NH, where the cultural
and educational resources of
Boston are just an hour away.
And New H~mpshire's many

1

If you' re ready for a private .
-_
interview with one of New
Hampshire's largest public
utilities, sign up at your
Place·m ent Office today. A
committed equal opportunity
e.mployer, M/F/HN.
·

PIN-I
Pubic Service of New Hamplhlre

with

· Public Service
of New Hmnpshire

I

\
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-------SUMMER------(_continued from page 6)
rial Life offers un<;iergraduare were things to do on campus
housing in Alexander Hall and over the summer, I felt that it
grnudate housing in Babcock. would have been advantageous
Students can also rent or sublet to have a car."
There are alternate forms of
apartments. Off-campus housing Campus housing informa- transportation for students
tion is available at the Commu- beside cars. The Kari-Vans run
. ter/Transferlocated in room during the weekdays on a-reduced sthedule from May 22 to
136 of the MUB.
Dining Services pro J ide Aug. 29. Also, a bicycle is a great
meals on a point basis. Each way to get around.
Several cultural activities take
point ranges from $.85 ro $.93.
Each of the three meals uses a _place over rh_e summer in Durdifferent amount of points. Meal ham as well as in Portsmouth.
The Field House is open to
tickts can be bought during the
last two weeks of classes before students and the pool in front
of Snively .Arena will also be
the sumrn.er program.
John Thympson, a sopho- available during the summer.
Kevin Landerman, who enmore who spent last summer
at l TNH sJ icl , "A !though there · rolled in last year's summer

session, said "The summer
session was a great idea because
beside getting ahead in my
academic •srudies I gained a few
very close friends. The fact that
only a few people were here
creates an excellent opportunity
.to make friends."
People interested in the
UNH Summer Session can
obtain a. preliminary course
outline available at Verrette
House, located at 6 Garrison
Ave.
Registration by mail begins
March 2. Call or r~gister in
person begins April 6. Students
interested in more derails can
call (603) 862-2015.

(continued from page 7)
·/

Despite the disadvanti).ges of
a media field, Fenneman told
students to "stay in a small
market long enough to learn the
trade well (but not too long)."
Students generally reacted
positively to the communication
/
panel.

IS coming.

8 p.m. Thursday, March 5
Johnson Theatre.
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office
Students $8-Faculty/Staff $10
~l~~::!=u:rl:~!~oor
UNH Celebrity Series

$,,. .

':;:~;¼d: f~:;/:'i®,, •, •.,_,

''A dynamic superbly
trained group
that combines fire
with lyricism,
precision with style."

CAREERS
(broadcasting)."
Discussirig media disadvantages, Fenneman said television
demands long days and much
personal sacrifice.
Alder advised students to "put
' yo.urself in a situation where you
will get rejected" to prepare for
a sales job.
Bonneau agreed saying "Unless . you're prepared for heartache, rejection, frustration,
ulcers or the great joy of underachievement (it's) better to be
a carpet cleaner."
In discussing emotional turmoil, Schneider added another
dimension-instability. Offering
an example of instability, she
told students that the entire AM
crew of WHEB was fired on
Monday without a notice.
In ,a disco~raging note Fenrieman sai'ti," "T~here are too
many people out there like you
for the same job."

i'btteardinaDanceTheater,
•
•

· Ellen .f itanides, a- communications major said, "I think the
panel was really good because
the communication major
doesn't offer many hands-on
courses. Seeing people in these
jobs was helpful."

- ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
North Carolina Dance Theater is a professional affiliate ~f the
North Carolina School of the Arts.

.
. coming.

.

i'btteardinaDanceTheater,,
'

-

IS

8 p.m. Thursday, March 5
Johnson Theatre
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office
Students $8-F acuity/Staff $10
1

~~~::!~ua~ :~! ~oor $ , , .
UNH Celebrity Series

, ;J;~;f '.!:J~~;;~.

"A dynamic superlily
trained group
that combines fire
with lyricism,
precision with style."

- ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
North Carolina Dance Theater is a professional affiliate of the
North·Carolina School of the Arts.

1'titreardinaDanceTheater ,
-

•

-

I

•

IS coming.

George Bernard Shaw's witty portrait of the eternal love triangle .

If you are searching for fulfillment,
we invite you to join us. We are the
Columban Fathers, Catholic missionary priests, serving · the poor
and the little ones in twelve Third
World countries.
To learn more about the rewarding work we do, and your possible
role in it, please write to: Father
Michael Molloy, COLUMBAN
FATHERS, 310 Adams St., Quincy,
MA 02169. Naturally, there's no
·
obligation.

PHONE_

8 p.m. Tuesday, March 3

Students $8 - Faculty/Staff $10
General Public $12
All tickets .at the door $12_

ADDRESS

SCHOOL COLLEGE

~l~~::!=:~':~!~:or $1,,.''::i::;; Jj;;i::~/'.:,~
-UNH Celebrity Series

Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket
Office

NAME

CITY

Johnson Theater

STATE

ZIP
AGE

8 p.m. Thursday, March 5
Johnson Theatre
Tickets _on sale at the MUB Ticket Office
Students $8-Faculty/Staff $10

"A dynamic superbly
trained group
that combines fire
with lyricism,
precision with style."

- ATLANTA CONSTITUTION.

UNH Celebrity Series
North Carolina Dance Theater is a professional affiliate of the
School of the Arts
North Carolina
., ., . .
.

i
':

--
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·Wildcat sports- stats and standing s
....·••;•~~~ •....•\t
....········· ··~···
#"•....~·....••••••Hockey
Womens Hockey
iC

·

t

.

i(
~
~

Men's

HOCKEY EAST ST AN DINGS W

-·*$Hoston Collegt: (26-6-0)

~

24

¢$Lowell ( 21--9-2) .
#Maine (20-1 .)-2)
~ #BosronUniversiry(17-12~3)
~ Northeastern (9-20-3)
~ Pro\'idence (7~2(H)
New Hampshire (8-23-_:;)
i( · *-clinched first place
i( · $~dinched semi-final playoff spot
.
-i( . ¢- d!rn.:hed sern nd
#- clinched home playoff berth .·

~

i(
i(

19
17
13
8
7
. 5

L

T

5

0 . 46 .

8
12
12
18
20
20

2
1
3
3
3
3

t

PTS

i(

1

i(

-~
*Northeastern (.23-6>
Niagara ( 18-8)
Canisius(l6-IO)
Boston University ( 16-10)
Siena ( 15-11)
Hartford ( 14_- I 3)
Maine<I0-16)
N(:wHampshire(/4-22)
Verm<mt(4-22)
Colgate d-23)
*- clinched number one spot in playoffs

-~

~

i(
i(

i{
i(
i(
_.,,
~
·i (

i(
_.,,
~
i(

i(

~

~

W

L

~

16
13

1
4

.9 'l I
.765

55

·__77(())(())

__.,,

6

.647
.471
.29/4
.176
.118
.118

i(
i(

~~

1l
8
5
3
2
2

9
12
14
15
15

27- Todd Black, Dec. 6 at Har-vard
25- Greg Steele, Feb._:; vs. BU

13- Greg Steele, Jan. 31 ar Vermont
12- Keith Hinderlie, Dec. 13 at URI
and Feb. 22 vs. Vermont

i(

SEMl-flNAL ROUND, Saturday, March 7 at UNH

~

_.,, .

.

· · · · .·.~er.

'\)~"\:\~ ~

.

···•...

~-tc\\

lA-~51
1,.G~

-pO ~ 0 :£.'t~~~

.

Providence/ St. Lawrence winn:~ vs.
Noirheastern/ RIT ·Nmner@ 1:.10

i(

.
..

.

Womens Hoo-1J .

PLAYOFFS

SEABOARD CON FERENCE ST ANOINGS

\XI

i(
~

~

12
11
1~)
9
6
3
2
O

L
2 3
· 3
5
8

11
. 10
11

.
:

.

'

·. ~~

1

•

P<T
.85 7
.78()
.7(N
.6- ; :;
.4:29
.21 1
.167
.000

FIRSTROUND
. Wednesday,March4
New Hampshirt: ar
Northeastern 7: :;o pm

i(
i(

i(
i(i(
_.,,
~i(
i(
i(

i(
_.,,
~

i(
Maine ar
Bost~mUniversiry7:Wpm i (
_.,,

~

.
FINAL ROUND: _Sarurday, March 7

Wildcat ·.

·with the UNH Ski Club·
March 1st.
Sunday,
.

-space available
-bu~ leaves from the front of Huddleston at 6:30

Sp.rin_g Break ~

. . Af,,,

, ports
5

write, ...

$569
A few spaces still available
r

....-,

i(
i(

-lift ticket
-round trip motor coach
-good time

-The New Hampshire
a

? Ivy Ltague winner@ .I 00

$.27 includes

WHY DON'T.YOU
WRITE ABOUT THEM

IN

•• Be

UNH

iCNorrheastern(l6-ll1
i(Bos_conUniversity(l8-7)
.
i ( Mame <22-_:;) .
i ( New Hampshire ( I'l-11)
_.,, Vermont ( 12-1 ·11 .
~ Hartford 0-17)
i(Cenrra1Conne~ricur(9-l .:;)
Brooklyn ( l-2 _:; >

i(

Stop by room 151 in the MUB ·
for more infor!Dation.

,

Cornell .It Prinn;ton

·

i(
i(

·~~~~~~~·~¥ ¥¥¥l¥¥¥¥¥~ ~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥~

.. ....

, ,

~

ournamem, i:eb. 28 - M.trch 1.

_.,,

~

Reboun<ling

~~$~

T

~.6FINALS. March 8@ 2:00 pm

1986-87 SINGLE GAME HIGHS .
Scoring

¥•••¥

~cmi-final round

i(
i( .

. . i(

,+

to

.
·
.
*
. UL-¥-.¥,.¥¥.¥.¥.¥.,¥¥¥--¥-.,¥..,¥..,¥..,¥..,¥..,¥.~
i(t.,¥..,¥.~
_.,,

ECAC NORTH ATLANTIC CONFERENCE STANDINGS

i(
i(

vy I,eague

~

Men s Hoop

byl'

'Dartmocith Jr Harvard

~• • • • • •l+O' W W ~ W W }L\C.. . . . . . . . . . ....,.....~

t'~

a

~

I

order for UNf:1 to make the playoffs. i (

.

. _-- . _

UNH gers

~
i(

_

i( .
i(i(
_.,,i(

Gaml' I - Sr. Lawrence ar Providence, March I
Game 2 - RIT ar Norrheasrern, Feb. n m 28

40 The Wildcats muse win rwo of rheir
~
.
3 5.
~
29
laSr rbrl'e games ! nd Providence~
19
~
17
_.,,
must lose it's lasr two games in
13

.

_.,,
~

ECAC ICE HOCKE'Y TOURNAME·NT
.

_.,,
~

UNH SlTUATl()N
-

, i(

PLA YOfl'S

*Note Trip Balance due!

·Stowe Week $215
, lifts, lodging, meals etc.
Info: Ray 868-5369
Maura 862-4281

MUB Tables
Wed & Thurs 11-1
Fundep. by PFQ
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Lowell beats 'up on UNH ice·m en, 8-4
By Chris Heisenberg
Sometimes it's better tO let
_a sleeping dog lie, or in this cast:,
· a sleeping cat. But the Lowell
Chiefs insisred on adding insult
to injury on Tuesday night,
beating UNH 8-4. .
Lowell was in charge of the
game 7-2 in the third period
whe.n firepo"ts Tony Lopilato
· and Conrade Thomas ( the guy
.who broke Mike Rossetti's wrist
· with a slash earlier in the year)
decided they needed to play a
more physical brand of hockey.
The result was a penalty-filled
'third period which closed out
with a near bench-clearing
brawl as the two teams left the

second w bile alone in the slot.
A lone bright spot for UNH
was the power play, which
~onnected twice late in the
period. On the ·first Quinrin
Brickley cleanly beat goalie Dave
Delfino with a slapshot from
a difficult angle on the leftwing.
The second came with Thomas
in the box for a cross-check, as
David Aiken fought off a defender in fron·c and cashed in
on a Tim Hanley rebound.
Captain James Richmond
notched his 102nd assist to
mov,e up into the top ten.alltime scorers at UNH.
Before the second period
ended Ga'ry Valimont took a
lCe.
Lopilaro feed at the side for a·
"The fight might have jarred goal to make the score 6-2.
sor:hething in our minds," Jeff·
The third period started with. Lazaro said after the game. "We Thomas picking up a slashing
were thinking 'that kid is win- penalty, and then Lopilato and
,· ning__ and he's rubbing it in."'
UNH' s Peter Wotton going off
The result was much better for four minutes. While they
play, by the 'Cats in the third were in the box John Borrell ·
period, as' .they seemed to come added his second goal by putting
·:. together as a team out of their a shot just under the crossba-r. .. D f
two period slumber. 'Tt didn't Then the Chiefs Craig Charron · l: ~n.~enta'.n Alister Brown goes for a loos~ puck with two Chief~. (Cra-i g Parker photo) ._·
come together until the third took a penalty, and Lopilato
d f 28)
continue rom page .
period tonight,'.' ·said Mike lirew 't he referee's attention for
Rossetti. "I hope it will carry hauling down Rossetti on the "My mom an.cl my rooininate squad. Despite the paralysis, om
One thing Gustafson wori"t
into the next game. I don't think powerplay. With the two-man offered the most encouragement much has changed. "We had no · joke about is her progress as
we will come out chippy, but advantage Lazaro drove a slap- and support. They were there doubt she'd make the carnival
skier. She has s·et even higher
maybe this will build team shot past a screen in front.
when I needed them."
team," said Schwartz about
goals than the one ·s he has
unity."
Later on UNH's Dan Prachar
In this instance, Gustafson Gustafson's status as a competalready accomplished. 'Td like
Scott Brown also felt the th1rd beat Delfino cleanly from the drew a comparison on certain . . itive skier after the fall. ''Now,. to 1hake the NCAA Championperiod style would carry over. blueline to make it a 7-4 score, movies about people w~th pa- \ she's definitely our number two
ships-chis year, which is•pos"It will be physical. J:onight was and in a surprise move, UNH ralysis and how v,,:ithout the help skier. Sometimes she's number
sible," she sa.id. A good run at
the first time they (the coaches)
coach Bob Kullen pulled Rota of others, one may tend to use one."
th.is weekend's Eastern Chamtold us to play a physical game.
for an extra attacker. The move this injury as an excuse tq mope
Schwartz sees everything
pionships in Vermont .will send
. This definitely will be a positive backfired as Jon Morris put in and give up. "This was some- Gustafson has done as amazing. · her ~here. She also sets goals
effect in bringing t his team a goal to complete his hat-trick. thing chat was important to "She didn't let something like
that may be -unreachable, but
together," he said from the riled
But before the game ended me," she said about making the this stop her. When she wants
are there to grab for. 'Td like
up dressing room.
Richmond picked up an inter- . comeback. "Having something tQ do something, she does it."
to make All-American, but
VNH suffered from a quick ference penalty, and then as the · wrong with me, knowing that he said. "She'.s still consistent, · that's·not really reachable at chi's .
Lowell goal, a. centering -pass game ended Lopilato and Wot- it was perma0ently going to -be something she's been known
point. '.o:
frnm the corner which goalie
t9n hooked up again. As both wrong, it would've beeh easy for iq th.e past."
Gustafson is also a fine sniGreg Rota misplayed inro the
teams paired off a few of the for me to just give up and sulk.
Schwartz said that Gustafson
dent, holding a dual major in
goal. Later .in the period Jon players exchanged punches I didn't V:ant to do that, though, is ranked 14th in the slaloi~ and , Business and Theate.r. Her allMorris, coming off a 'player of while the linesmen tried to and other people didn't want and . r5ch in the giant slalom
around success as an individual
the week' award, lifted a wrist- separ.a te them. Fin.ally peace was me to do that."
going into the Eastern Chamwon her a scholarship from
shot past Rota, and then curled res to red, but the .Wildcats
Just getting back on -the slopes pionships this weekend. "She's Time-Life In<;:orporated. Based
a rebound from behind the net se€ined to have found a purpose after the near -tr·agedy is quire got great ability and work on academic, community· and
athletic achievements, Guscafjust over the goalline. Two bacl fm tomorrow's rematch down an accqmplishme'nt. Gustafson ethi'cs," he said. "To see her
.
has taken it a few steps further. come back from something like
goals and UNH was down 3-0 at Lowell.
son was one of 850 in the
after one period.
UNH still trails Providence She traveled to Sweden for the this is really amazing." Schwartz country to r_e ceive that award,
"That's what killed us," Scott by four poims, and needs to get disabled skiers World Cham- also said that Gustafson's hard
a moment she called a thrill. She
Brown ?aid. "They got a couple at' least four points in the last · pionships and swept the event, working habits influence the also continues to support disof bad goals. Those were frus - three games to get the final _ taking four gold medals. She was rest of the Wildcat skiers.
. ab led ski teams and loves horses
trating, coming in (to the lock-, playoff slot. After Lowell, they only the second disabled skier
Gustafson blacked our during and horseback riding . .
· erroom) down 3-0."
face Northeastern away and in rhe world to do that.
_
her fall and has no memory of
j\t the moment, nothing can
The second period was no then close up at home. It is
To Gustafson, though, it was · it. She insists that it isn't at the · take skiing away from Nanc'y
better, as Morris' linemate . t_heoretically possible for the · just another day. "I don't see front of her mind each time she Gust'a fso~. Ir'~ doubtful any- .
Randy LeBrasseur added two 'Cats to 'finish fifth if they win it as a great accomplishment," ,secures her bindings. In fact, thing ever will. When she
goals of his own, one on a all remaining games and BC she said of her prt>gress. "I don't ·a trail she recently trained on graduates from UNH, she has
defensive giveaway, and the beats Northeastern.
· see it as amazing, and I feel
·
interests in coaching a disab. led
was lined with chair li"ft poles,
any hod y in my posit.ion and she wasn't bothered in the team. She also has an opportunwould 've done the sarrie thing." lease by i~ . "I joked with the ity to go into marketing in the
Before her accident, G·ustafl
.
h ski industry. " It 's always been
<conc1nued from page 28)
coac 1 saying you gotta ware . a part of my life," she said about
k..
S
h.
b
many awards for their great have earned is the right to play son was one of t,!ie more a_,c- those chair lifrpoles.·It was like
s ling. ome t mgs cannot e
compli.shed skiers on the UNH
success over the past four· in the University Cup. On
the big joke.",
chan ed.
months. For one, the Wildcats Saturday night, UNH will host
have received a first-round bye York University of 1 Ontario for
in ECAC tournament action. the Cup. The winner of this
. The 'Cats will meet the winner game , is rnn5.idered the best
of the Ivy League tournament women's college h6ckey team
in rhe semi-finals. Snively Arena in all of North -America. The
wil'l host the tournament March W-ildcats won the- u 'niversity
7-8 ..J
·
·
Cup in 1983. It's all' happening
· Another honor the Wildcats here at Snively.
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--WOMEN'S HO.C KEY--

· 1t was incorrectly reported

Tuesda/s ·

10
~

edition of The New Hampshire

Wildcat gymnastic's .team
in a meet, 173.45

was edged by URI

to l 73.15.

DNH who squeaked

.

that the

In fact, it was

by with

the victory.

We regret the mistake.
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Wildcat Ell.en Weinberg tangles ·in th~ tbrner with orie ·of the '1-iuskies'. The women ended
their season ~ith a win. (Craig Parker photo) ·
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Spo s
Hoo p team mus t get it in ·gear - or else
By Stephen Skobeleff
During the winter my car has referees were "calling it tight."
had this. thing -about starting. Spano would agree explaining
It just won't do it. Most of the that the line was where the
time rhe engine won't even turn Maine boys made their living
over for me . Once and awhile for the final fifteen minutes of
though it teases me. It starts, the contest. To further this
runs for about two seconds, and problem for the Wildcats_, Maine
then stalls again. The UNH wouldn't miss from this spot.
Good games were had by both
men's hoop team reminds me
Greg Steele and Keith Hinderof my car during the winter.
On Sunday afternoon the lie. The inside duo combined
hoop squid made one of those for much of their team's scoring
rare s,tarts. -They squeezed the and rebounding. They "couldn't
Vermont Catamotints 66-64. match up to us inside," exSince then they ha vis talled plained Spano. The Black Bears .
again. On Monday evening the negated . UNH's !ow power ·
. team lost a tough one at the though with tough outside shoothands of the first place Nor- ing. Home ·court advantage
theastern Huskies. Wednesday could have been a big plus for
night Friel's men bussed up to Maine in this respect.
Now about that car. It will
Orono and knotted with the
start for me .. . by the summer.
Maine Black Bears.
The effect of three games in The hoop team doesn't have
four days took its toll on the until the summer. They must
'Cats as the team lost another, start now . There is one more
r~gular season game before
81-69.
The second half told the story playoffs begin. First though ·
on Wednesday as the Black there is a sco-re to settle with , T_he Wildc~ts hope to end their season on a high note with a victory over Colgate Saturday
· ·
.
Bears went on an early tear from the Colgate Red Raid~rs. They mght. (Craig Parker photo) ·
the floor after only two points should have no trouble starting
separated the teams· at the up against last place Colgate.
midway point. "'They couldn't From there, though, there can
miss," stated soph9more for- be no more stalling. One loss
ward Brian Spano, "and slowly and it's time to start thinking
built the lead." Spano menti- about next winter's car. ·
The CoJgate contest takes · By Paul Sweeney
oned that while the Black Bears
Nancy Gustafson thrives on she would never ski again. She of figuring out what worked
this Saturday afternoon
place
UNH
everything,
hitting
were
best. Ir was .sort of trial and
thriJl of testing herse If in simply wouldn't accept that.
the
would
was missing. "Nobody shot in New York. A win here
ro
she said.
forced
be
error,"
cowant
didn't
"I
her
for
not
if
But
race.
send our home team to Niagara a skiing
consistently," he said.
love
"I
said.
this adjustment,
Gustafson
making
up,"
rn
give
rhe
and
determination
sheer
tourthe
of
round
first
''We didn't execute our of- for the
I'Ulife.
that rhe errors
my
all
admits
skied
I've
Gustafson
skiing,
others,
of
support
emotional
fenses in the second half," added nament. But there is more than
and that would bring her down emotionwant,
I
when
up
it
give
to
herself
pushing
of
joy
that.
·
The
stake.
at
spot
playoff
a
j':}st
senior Andy Johnston. As far
a me- time will come." Indeed ir will, ally, and still do. "-There are
as Johnston was concerned the Wildcats are out for revenge. the limit would b~ only
but she wasn't about to let her . times when I need the pole and
mory.
in
earlier
game
a
stole
Colgate
their·own.
· Wildcat defense held
accident in Montana put an early I'm looking for it and it's not
the
in
specializes
Gustafson
The only problem was that the the year over at Lundholm Gym.
there," she said . "Sometimes
giant slalom_and slalom events halt to her career.
The Pittsfield, Mass. native I'll fall or I have to jc1m, and that
for the UNH women's ski team.
While training for _the NCAA was back on skis two weeks after is frustrating. There were rimes
Championship s in March of the incident . Bur without the when things like that would
1985 in Boeman, Montana, she u~e of her left hand, she had to happen and I'd wonder is it
control of her skis and adjust her style. "I mainly had worth it." Gustafson ne·ver did
lost
sisted.'
By Paul Sweeney
balance," she said. surrender and in time has beThe Wildcats weren\ without crashed backward into a chair to adjust my
The script couldn't have been
a pole coming out come a talented disabled skier. ·
having
"Not
going
was
She
pole.
support
lift
their opportunities. Northeastgate hurt me the Gustafson stresses that withwritten any better. Rivals UNH
starting
the
of
hour
an
miles
20
approximately
ern's Devine was the difference
the help of others, the battle
and Northeastern tangled in a
our
most."
according
impact,
of
time
the
at
until
qn many plays. It wasn't
much more•difpole
one
the
would've-been
close women's hockey game at
using
of
Instead
Schwartz.
Cory
coach
to
the puck squirted from underone can do some"No
Snively Arena. At the end of
ficult.
i to thrust her out of the gate,
pulled
Guscafsoq
result,
a
As
Heidi
open
wjde
a
to
neath her
~oncentrated on thing like that alon<:," she said'.
regulation time, the score was
Chalupnik that UNH got on the some nerves from her .?Pine and Gustafson has
tied at two, which meant only
skis to pick up the
her
u·sing
her
in
paralysis
partial
suffered
Chalupriik
freshman
The
GUSTAFSON, page 27
board.
matter
one thing: sud.d en death.
assisted by Katey Stone and left arm. Doctors told her that momentum . "Ir was a
was
It was a typical UNHPam Manning.
Northeastern game, filled with
Narsiff continued to make the
high-intens.i ty on both sides.
big saves, and was particularly •
20the
ahd
The 14-1-3 Wildcats
sharp during one NU flurry. At
3-1 Huskies are two of the most
the end of the middle period,
:
nation
the
in
teams
powerful
·
Northeastern led 2-1.
This sort of ending was meant
Chalupnik
period,
third
the
In
.
to be.
found herself all alone in front
Fortunately for the home
the net ag;in and had no
of
folk~, the game climaxed when
tying the ·game at two.
problem
the 'Cats Cheryl Allwood beat
Dianne Robbins
and
St~rne
NU goaltender Marie Devine
her. From that point
assisted
in the overtime period.
until the end of the period, an
. It was appropriate that UNH
all-out effort was given by both
last
the
beat the Muskies in this,
teams, but no rewards came of
game of the regular season. The
them.
record
Wildcats
the
only flaw on
So it was on to sudden death.
this season is a 3-1 season
Perhaps it was destined. When of
hands
the
at
defeat
opening
Allwood scored over 'five min:) Northeas.tern. Last night's 3into the overtime UNH's
utes
2 UNH victory was a nice taste
season ended ~ith the
regular
of revenge for the blue.
a 15-1-3 mark.
and
win
Norrheaster~n got out to a
it was everything
Actually,
· quick 2-0 lead in a period and
S'e ason for the
regular
a
but
a half. If not for several huge
UNH women's hockey team.
saves by UNH's Cathy Narsiff,
There were times when they
that could have been worse. The
seemed invincible. In 19 games,
on
shot
first Husky tally ~as a
they ou.rstored their opponents
a power play that Narsiff didn't
96-22 and had eight shutouts.
second
The
see completely.
The Wildcats will recieve Partial paralysis hasn't kept Nancy Gustafson from being one of the best performers on the
score was on a nice individual
women's ski team. ~Craig Parker photo)
effort by NU's Donna-Lynn
Rosa, o/ho beat Narsiff unas- WOMEN'S HOCKEY, page 27
1

~

Suc ceed ing the hard way

Lady 'Cats winin OT

